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PREFACE. 

So  much  has  been  written  during  recent  years  regarding 

Breathing  in  relation  to  Voice  Production  and  General  Health, 

it  may  seem  superfluous  to  say  more  on  the  subject.  But  the 

author  feels  strongly  that  the  particular  method — the  Lateral 

Costal  Method — of  breathing  he  advocates  has  not  received  due 

attention,  and  he  therefore  ventures  to  urge  its  claims  to 

consideration. 

De  Vere  House, 

Bexhill. 

July,  1903. 
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PART     I. 

BREATHING    FOR    VOICE 
PRODUCTION. 

MA; 

&  T  A  '*  V-5 

1.  The  study  of  VOICE  PRODUCTION  in  general  presents  three 
main  problems : — 

i. — BREATHING.  The  motor  power  and  its  control — the  force 
that  creates  the  vibration. 

2. — THE  ACTION  OF  THE  LARYNX,     The  fixing   of  the  rate 
of  vibration.     The  creation  of  the  sound. 

3. — RESONANCE.     The  treatment  and  reinforcement  of  the 
sound  created.    The  influence  of  mouth,  pharynx,  soft 
palate,  tongue,  nasal  cavities,  lips,  etc. 

2.  The    first  problem,    BREATHING,   is    physiological.      The 
possibilities  can  be  made  fairly  clear,  and  most  of  the  muscular 
action  involved  can  be  consciously  controlled.    The  only  questions 
that  arise  are  concerned  with  the  relative  advisabilities  of  the  use 
of  this  or  that  possibility. 

3.  The   second  problem,   LARYNGEAL  ACTION,  is  also  physio- 
logical, but  is  obscure  and  provokes  endless  controversy.     This 

obscurity  arises  partly  from  the  difficulty  of  observing  the  action 
of  the  living  larynx  whilst  it  is  dealing  with  an  invisible  medium, 
the  air ;  and  partly  because  we  are  unable  to  gain  consciousness 
of  the  action  involved. 

4.  The  third  problem,  RESO'NANCE,  is  again  physiological,  but it   is   also   psychological.       The   aesthetic  faculties     powerfully 
influence  the  result.     Some  conscious  control  can  be  attained, 
but  the  due  proportionment  of  the  numerous  factors  that  go  to 
make  tone  quality  is  scarcely  analysable. 

5.  Whatever  may   be   said   regarding  the   second   and  third 
problems  as  separate  studies  it  is  generally  admitted  that  unless 
the  first  problem  is  solved  the  solution  of  the  others  is  impeded. 

6.  The  object  of  the  present  work  is  to  urge  that  a  certain 
method  of  breathing,  to  be  described,  is  the  proper  method  for 
singers  and   speakers   as  well  as  for  general  hygiene ;   and  to 
plead  for  attention  to  THE  HEALTHY  ACTION  OF  THE  WHOLE  BODY 
as  a  rational  first  principle  in  physical  education. 

No   effort  is   made  to  deal  with  the  problems  of  Laryngeal 
Action  and  Resonance  or  the  placing  of  the  voice. 
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7.  Short  preliminary  definitions  of  the  terms  used  to  describe 
the  bodily  structure  and  muscles  concerned  with  breathing  will 
now  be  given. 

Th  8.  The  THORAX  in  the  skeleton  is  a  bony  framework, 
Thorax         w^  t^ie  STERNUM  or  breastbone  in  front  and  the 

SPINE  behind,  the  two  being  connected  by  the  ribs, 
twelve  on  each  side.     The  ribs  are  made  in  the  shape  of  a  bow, 
the  lower  ribs  are  longer,  and  have  a  larger  bow  than  the  upper, 
so  that  when  they  are  raised  they  increase  the  size  of  the  thorax 
from  side  to  side,  and  from  before  backwards  by  pushing  forward 
the  sternum. 

Th  9.  The  Lungs  are  two  masses  of  elastic  sponge-like 
Lungs          tissue.     They  contain  numerous  hollow  air  tubes 

and  air  cells,  which,  when  filled,  cause  the  organ 
to  expand.     The  lungs  fill  the  whole  of  the  thorax  except  the 
part  occupied  by  the  Heart. 

The  Io-  The  muscles  directly  engaged  in  breathing  are 
Intercostal      ist,  the  muscles  attached  to  the  ribs,  connecting  the 

Muscles         rib  above  with  the  one  next  below,  and  called  the 
and  the        INTERCOSTAL  MUSCLES  ;    and  2nd,  the  DIAPHRAGM, 

Diaphragm.     which    forms    an   air-tight    muscular    partition between  the  chest  and  the  abdomen. 

.         ii.  If  we  would  thoroughly  understand  the  science 
of  breathing,  we   must  investigate  the  actions  of 

these   particular   muscles,   and   learn   how  they   act   under  all 
circumstances. 

Respiration,  or  breathing,  consists  of  two  distinct  parts, 
called,  respectively,  inspiration  and  expiration.  By  inspiration 
air  is  made  to  enter  the  expanded  chest  and  lungs,  and  by 
expiration  it  is  ejected  as  the  chest  and  lungs  become  contracted. 

The  fuller  the  inspiration,  the  greater  the  amount  of  the  air 
that  can  be  taken  into  the  lungs,  and  the  greater  the  potential 
motor  power.  This  power  can  be  concentrated  or  wasted  by  the 
method  used  in  its  ejection  during  expiration. 

Therefore  we  have  to  find  out  how  to  fully  expand  the  lungs 
during  inspiration,  and  how  to  economise  the  breath  during 
expiration. 

12.  Air  exerts  a  pressure  of  15  Ib.  to  the  square  inch. 
When  the  cavity  of  the  thorax  is  expanded   by 
muscular  action   this    pressure  inside    the  lungs 

forces  them  to  fill  up  or  follow  the  chest  wall.     There  are  two 
means  by  which  this  expansion  may  be  effected:  ist,  by  the 
raising  of  the  ribs  by  the  contraction  of  the  intercostal  muscles, 
and  2nd,  by  the  alteration  in  the  shape  of  the  floor  of  the  thorax 
by  the  contraction  of  the  diaphragm. 



THE  ORGANS  CONCERNED  WITH  BREATHING. 

The  Diaphragm,  etc.,  from  the  Front. 

A.  Tendon.        B,  Diaphragm.        C.  Intercostal  Muscles. 

13.  Note  the  trefoil  arrangement  of  the  tendon,  A,  and  the 
distinct  attachments  of  the  muscular  fibres,  B,  to  the  tendon  on 
the  one  side  and  to  the  bones  on  the  other. 

The  action  of  fhe  muscle  is  determined  by  the  fixation  of 
one  or  other  of  these  attachments. 

If  the  tendon  is  fixed,  the  ribs  are  moved  ;  if  the  ribs  are 
fixed,  the  tendon  is  moved. 

The  two        J4-  The  abdominal  muscles  (see  SECTS.  20-24) 
Attachments     the  power   of  fixing  the  two   attachments  of  the 

of  the          diaphragm.     If  these  muscles  are  firmly  contracted, 
Diaphragm.     the  organs  {n  the  upper  part  of  the  abdomen  are 

fixed  in  the  arch  of  the  diaphragm.    The  tendon  is  now  supported 
and  cannot  be  depressed.     The  muscular  fibres  elevate  the  ribs 
by  shortening  in  contraction. 

But  if  the  abdominal  muscles  are  allowed  to  protrude  forward 
in  a  relaxed  state,  the  tendon  is  unsupported  and  descends  as  the 
muscular  fibres  shorten  in  length. 

This  conclusion  is  different  from  that  usually  taught. 
Writers  and  teachers  taking  note  only  of  the  action  of  the 
diaphragm  in  which  the  tendon  descends  when  the  ribs  are  fixed, 
usually  make  the  erroneous  statement,  that  the  ribs  can  be 
elevated  and  the  diaphragm  depressed  at  one  and  the  same  time. 
This  is  physically  impossible.  If  the  diaphragm  contracts  when 
the  tendon  is  fixed,  the  action  is  similar  to  that  of  the  intercostal 
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muscles  (see  SECT.  17)  ;  but  if  the  tendon  descends,  the  action  is 
directly  opposed  to  the  intercostal  movement. 

The  15.  It  is  clear  from  a  mathematical  view,  that  in  the 
Expansion      expansion  of  a  cone  the  diameter  of  the  base  is  by 

of  the  Base      ̂ ar  t^ie  most  imP°rtant  diameter  to  be  considered. 

of  the  Chest     ̂ is  diameter  of  the  cone-shaped  chest  is  increased by  the  combined  action  of  the  intercostals  and  the 
diaphragm.     The  ribs  being  shaped  like  a  bow  and  the  joints 
between  the  ribs  and  the  spine  being  arranged  to  allow  the  bows 
to  move  outwards  when  the  ribs  are  elevated  ;  it  follows  that  the 
diameter  of  the  base  of  the  chest  from  side  to  side  is  increased 
whenever  the  ribs  are  raised.     The  lower  ribs  being  longer  and 
more  bowed  in  shape  than  the  upper,  the  diameter  of  the  base  is 
still  further  increased  from  side  to  side  ;  the  breast  bone  is  also 
thrust  forward,  so  that  an  increased  measurement  is  obtained  in 
the  diameter  of  the  base  of  the  chest  from  front  to  back. 

Abdominal       *^'  *n  a^om^na^  breathing  the  important  increase 

Br  athing       *n   ̂ e   Diameter  of  the    base    described    above    is 
Wh  ttt        sacrificed^  and  all  that  is  substituted  for  it  is  the 

g      *  *          comparatively  unimportant  increase  in  the  diameter from  the  top  to  the  bottom  of  this  cone-shaped  chest. 
No  scientific  explanation  has  been  given  as  to  how  expiration 

can  be  subjected  to  the  will  when   the   abdominal   system   of 
breathing  is  practised,  whereas  by  the  method  adopted  in  this 
book  there   is   no   difficulty   in   giving   a  full   and   satisfactory 
scientific  explanation  of  how  expiration  is  completely  controlled 
by  the  will. 

.  ,  17.  The     following     is     a     quotation     from     an 
yuams         authoritative    anatomical    work,    Quain's     "Text 

Explanation.     Book  of  Anatomy<» 
"Action  of  the  intercostal  muscles.  —  The  manner  in  which 

these  muscles  act  has  been  a  subject  of  controversy  from  an  early 
time,  and  is  not  yet  thoroughly  determined.  It  is  now  gener- 

ally agreed  that  the  external  muscles  are  elevators  of  the  ribs, 
and  therefore  muscles  of  inspiration  ;  but  as  to  the  action  of  the 
internal  muscles  there  is  still  considerable  difference  of  opinion. 
According  to  one  view,  defended  by  Haller,  the  external  and 
internal  layer  have  a  common  action.  .  .  .  According  to 
another  view,  that  of  Hamberger,  the  external  intercostal 
muscles  are  admitted  to  be  elevators,  but  the  internal  are  held  to 
be  depressors  of  the  ribs.  More  recently  these  views  have  been 
modified  by  Hutchinson  to  the  extent  of  admitting  that  the 
external  intercostal  muscles,  and  the  parts  of  the  internal 
intercostals  placed  between  the  costal  cartilages,  elevate  the  ribs; 
and  that  the  lateral  portions  of  the  internal  intercostals  act  as 
depressors. 
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"  The  action  of  the  diaphragm  is  more  easily  understood  than 
that  of  the  intercostal  muscles.  By  its  contraction  and  descent 
its  convexity  is  diminished,  the  abdominal  viscera  are  pressed 
downward,  and  the  thorax  expanded  vertically.  The  fibres 
arising  from  the  ribs,  being  directed  nearly  vertically  upwards  from 
their  origins,  must  tend  to  raise  those  ribs,  and  Duchenne  has 
shown  that  the  contraction  of  the  diaphragm  by  itself  elevates 
and  expands  the  upper  ribs  to  which  it  is  attached,  but  only  so 
long  as  the  vault  of  the  muscle  is  supported  by  the  abdominal 
viscera,  for  when  they  are  removed  it  no  longer  has  that  action. 

"Expiration. — In  normal  and  quiet  expiration  the  diminution 
of  the  capacity  of  the  chest  is  mainly,  if  not  wholly,  due  to  the 
return  of  the  walls  of  the  chest  to  the  condition  of  rest,  in  con- 

sequence of  their  own  elastic  reaction,  and  of  the  elasticity  and 
weight  of  the  viscera  and  other  parts  displaced  by  inspiration; 
the  lungs  themselves,  after  distention  by  air,  exert  considerable 
elastic  force,  and  no  doubt  the  ribs  and  their  cartilages  react 
strongly  by  their  elastic  return  from  the  elevated  and  expanded 
condition  into  which  they  had  been  thrown  by  the  inspiratory 

forces." 
18.  It  does  not  at  present  appear  clear  from  this 

Unsatisfac-      description  of  the  actions  of  the  breathing  muscles 
'  ory  .        that  there  exists  a  satisfactory  explanation  of  how 

the   expiration   can    be   controlled,    and   yet    this 

-     .°  ,.          explanation   is   of  paramount  importance   to    the 
student  of  the  correct  method  of  voice  production  ; 

for  by  the  ejection  of  the  breath  the  vocal  cords  are  made  to 
vibrate,  and  by  their  vibrations  sound  is  produced,  and  this 
sound  will  be  pure  or  faulty  according  to  the  manner  in  which 
the  air  is  made  to  play  upon  the  cords. 
We  have  learnt  that  the  chest  is  expanded  in  inspiration  by 

the  raising  of  the  ribs  by  the  contraction  of  the  intercostal 
muscles,  and  by  the  depression  of  the  floor  of  the  chest  by  the 
contraction  of  the  diaphragm,  and  that  the  elasticity  of  the  raised 
ribs  and  cartilages,  and  of  the  stretched  air  cells  and  tubes  of 
the  lungs,  and  of  the  displaced  viscera,  create  a  sufficient  force 
for  the  contraction  of  the  chest  in  expiration ;  but  there  is  no 
mention  made  of  the  way  in  which  this  elastic  force  can  be 
controlled  by  our  will.  We  must  therefore  make  a  more 
extended  inquiry  into  the  mechanism  of  breathing  in  order  to 
discover  the  controlling  influence. 

Keynote  of 19.  The  keynote  of  the  position  is  in  the  action  of 

the  diaphragm   described  by  Duchenne,  who  has 
Positio          shown  that  the  contraction  of  the  diaphragm  by 

itself  elevates  and  expands  the  ribs  to  which  it  is 
attached  so  long  as  the  vault  of  the  muscle  is  supported  by  the 
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abdominal  viscera.  The  diaphragm  is  attached  to  the  spine 
behind,  to  the  lower  six  ribs  at  the  sides,  and  to  the  sternum 
in  front,  and  forms  an  arch  over  the  organs  contained 
in  the  abdominal  cavity ;  in  fact,  the  stomach  and  liver  fit 
into  the  concavity  of  the  arch,  and  are  only  separated  from 
the  lungs  and  the  heart,  the  organs  contained  in  the  chest, 
by  the  muscular  partition,  the  diaphragm.  Hence  the  cause  of 
palpitation  and  shortness  of  breath  from  flatulency  and  enlarged 
liver,  for  the  heart  and  lungs,  being  displaced  by  the  enlarged 
abdominal  organs,  fail  to  do  their  work  properly. 

THE     ABDOMINAL     MUSCLES. 

20.  The  abdominal  viscera  can  only  support  the 
vau^  °f  *he  diaphragm  when  they  are  held  in 
pOsitiOn  by  the  contraction  of  the  abdominal 
muscles.  These  muscles  form  the  walls  of  the 

abdomen  and  stretch  from  the  chest  above  to  the  bones  at  the 
bottom  of  the  spine,  which,  together,  form  a  sort  of  basin  and 
are  named  the  pelvis.  These  abdominal  muscles  are  called 
oblique  and  straight,  according  to  the  direction  their  fibres  take. 
If  when  lying  flat  in  bed  you  feel  your  ribs  forming  the  chest, 
the  bones  of  THE  PELVIS,  and  the  muscles  forming  the  space 
between  them,  you  will  get  an  intelligent  idea  of  the  position  of 
the  abdominal  muscles.  If  you  try  to  raise  yourself  straight  up 
from  a  recumbent  into  a  sitting  position  the  straight  muscles 
will  immediately  stand  out  prominently  in  front ;  if  you  raise 
yourself  sideways  the  oblique  muscles  at  the  sides  become 
prominent. 

o     .  ,          21.  In  this  connection,  Quain says: — 
n       •  +•  "The  abdominal  muscles  not  only  form  a  great 

part  of  the  wall  to  enclose  and  support  the 
abdominal  viscera,  but  by  their  contraction  are  capable  of  acting 
successively  on  those  viscera,  on  the  thorax,  and  on  the  vertebral 
column.  When  the  pelvis  and  thorax  are  fixed  the  abdominal 
muscles  constrict  the  cavity  and  compress  the  viscera.  .  .  . 

"  If  the  vertebral  column  be  fixed,  these  muscles  raise  the 
diaphragm  by  pressing  on  the  abdominal  viscera,  draw  down  the 
ribs,  and  contract  the  base  of  the  thorax,  and  so  contribute  to 
expiration  ;  but  if  the  vertebral  column  be  not  fixed  the  thorax 
will  be  bent  directly  forwards  when  the  muscles  of  both  sides  act, 
or  inclined  laterally  when  they  act  on  one  side  only,  or  rotated 
when  the  external  oblique  of  one  side  and  the  opposite  internal 
oblique  act  in  combination. 

"  If  the  thorax  be  fixed  the  abdominal  muscles  may  be  made 
to  act  on  the  pelvis  :  thus,  in  the  action  of  climbing,  the  trunk 
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and  arms  being  elevated  and  fixed,  the  pelvis  is  drawn  upwards, 
either  directly  or  to  one  side,  as  a  preparatory  step  to  the 
elevation  of  the  lower  limbs." 

It  seems  quite  clear  from  this  description  of  the  action  of  the 
muscles  of  respiration  and  of  the  abdominal  muscles,  that  the 
abdominal  muscles  have  many  and  varied  functions  to  perform, 
and  that  they  accordingly  merit  much  more  attention  than  the 
majority  of  people  seem  inclined  to  bestow  upon  them.  From  a 
health  point  of  view,  they  certainly  rank  amongst  the  most 
important  muscles  of  the  body,  and  yet  they  are  the  most 
neglected.  Let  us  examine  their  function  more  closely  and  learn 
the  position  they  take  in  vocal  culture. 

The  abdominal  muscles  form  the  wall  of  the  abdomen  and  enclose  the 
important  organs  contained  therein. 

22.  A  natural  girdle  is  thus  formed  to  support  the  abdominal 
organs;   the  chief  of  these  are  the  stomach  and  intestines,  the 
liver,, the  pancreas,  spleen,  and  kidneys.     The  digestive  organs 
suffer  most  if  the  muscles  become  weak  and  flabby,  for  they, 
being   insufficiently   supported,   gradually   slip    down    into    the 
protuberance   formed   by  the  distension  of  the  weakened  wall. 
Cause  and  effect  react  one  upon  the  other.    The  poorly-developed 
abdominal  muscles  have  not  sufficient  strength  to  support  the 
weight   of  the   viscera.      They   stretch   and   protrude,   and   fat 
forms  in  and  around  them ;  the  digestive  organs  cannot  faithfully 
fulfil  their  purpose,  and  the  whole  system,  including,  of  course, 
the  abdominal  muscles,  suffers,  and  they  become  weaker  still ; 
hence  more  protuberance  and  more  displacement,  and  indigestion 
becomes  worse  and  worse. 

By  contraction  the  abdominal  muscles  press  upon  the  abdominal  viscera. 

23.  The   muscular   action   of   the    digestive   organs   is    thus 
stimulated,  and  as  it  is  by  the  muscles  of  the  stomach  and  bowels 
that    the   food    is    carried    from    one    part    to    another,    every 
opportunity  is  afforded  to  the  digestive  juices  to  so  act  upon  the 
different  foodstuffs  as  to  make  them  in  a  suitable  condition  for 
their  being  absorbed  by  the  blood.      Unless  this  action,  called 
the  peristaltic  action  oif  the  muscles  of  the  alimentary  canal,  is 
duly  performed,  a  form  of  indigestion,  commonly  called  sluggish 
digestion,  accompanied  by  much  flatulency,  is  sure  sooner  or 
later  to  be  induced ;  the  foundation,  as  it  were,  of  innumerable 
other  ills,  nervous  affections  of  all  kinds — hysteria,  hypochondri- 
asis,  and  the  like ;  inability  to  enjoy  life  either  when  at  work  or 
at  rest. 
The  inert  organ,  the  liver,  is  quite  dependent  upon  the 

contraction  of  the  abdominal  muscles  for  the  promotion  of  a 
good  circulation  of  blood  within  itself.  It  contains  no  muscles 
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of  its  own,  and  so  has  no  inherent  motor  power  for  pushing  on  its 
circulation;  but  every  time  it  is  squeezed  between  the  diaphragm 
and  the  abdominal  muscles  it  is  emptied  of  its  blood,  and  a  new 
supply  is  allowed  to  flow  in.  People  leading  sedentary  lives 
are  certain  to  suffer  from  a  congested  state  of  their  liver,  and  the 
symptoms  are  too  well  known  to  need  any  description  here. 
They  can  be  relieved,  however,  by  proper  exercise  of  the 
diaphragm  and  the  abdominal  muscles,  for  whenever  any  of 
these  muscles  contract,  they  must  press  upon  the  liver;  but  it  is 
of  course  still  more  forcibly  acted  upon  when  it  is  squeezed 
between  the  contracting  muscles. 

By  contraction  the  abdominal  muscles  act  upon  the  thorax,  and  have 
a  two-fold  effect. 

(a)  THEY  ASSIST  EXPIRATION    IN   THE   FORM  OF  BREATHING, 
CALLED  ABDOMINAL  BREATHING,  BY  PRESSING  ON  THE  ABDOMINAL 

VISCERA,  DRAWING  DOWN  THE  RIBS,  AND  CONTRACTING  THE  BASE 
OF  THE  THORAX. 

24.  When  the  diaphragm  contracts,  the  floor  of  the  thorax 
becomes  changed  from  a  dome-shape  to  one  almost  flat — in  other 
words,  the  diaphragm  descends,  and  pushes  the  abdominal 
organs  downwards.  Space  has  to  be  found  for  them,  and  this  is 
done  by  the  abdominal  muscles  being  pushed  forward,  and  so  the 
shape  of  the  cavity  is  changed. 

This  descent  of  the  diaphragm  increases  the  size  of  the  chest 
vertically,  and  air  rushes  in  to  fill  up  the  increased  space ;  this  is 
the  form  of  inspiration  called  diaphragmatic,  which  is  much 
more  commonly  used  by  men  than  by  women.  By  the  inspira- 

tion the  diaphragm  is  depressed,  and  the  abdomen  is  pushed 
forward  ;  then  follows  an  expiration,  the  displaced  viscera  and 
abdominal  wall,  by  reason  of  their  elasticity  and  weight,  press 
against  the  diaphragm,  and  it  is  pushed  up  again  in  its  relaxed 
state  to  its  former  position,  arching  up  into  the  chest ;  thus  the 
air  is  ejected  from  the  contracted  lung  space.  This  particular 
action  is  brought  about  entirely  by  the  contraction  of  the 
diaphragm  ;  the  viscera  and  the  abdominal  muscles  play  a  passive 
part — that  is  to  say,  they  have  no  special  active  part  to  play  in 
the  movement,  but  they  are  stimulated  to  a  certain  extent  by 
being  passively  moved.  In  the  other  action  of  the  abdominal 
muscles  in  breathing,  the  circumstances  are  entirely  different, 
for: — 

(b)  THEY  ASSIST   IN   THE   EXPANSION  OF  THE  CHEST  AND  IN 
CONTROLLING    EXPIRATION. 

If,  instead  of  allowing  the  diaphragm  to  descend  when  it 
contracts,  and  unresisted  to  push  the  abdominal  contents  and  its 
wall  forward,  the  liver  and  stomach  are  fixed  against  it  and  are 
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prevented  from  descending  by  the  contraction  of  the  abdominal 
muscles  as  in  the  action  of  the  diaphragm  described  by 
Duchenne.  Then,  instead  of  causing  a  protuberance  of  the  wall 
of  the  abdomen,  it  elevates  and  expands  the  chest,  and  a  full 
expansion  of  the  thorax  can  thus  be  obtained,  which  is  not  only 
of  great  importance  for  the  furtherance  of  health  and  beauty  of 
figure,  but  is  also  of  inestimable  value  to  the  singer,  speaker,  and 
elocutionist ;  for  he  has  a  method  of  breathing  entirely  under  the 
control  of  his  abdominal  muscles,  and,  if  these  muscles  are  well 
developed,  the  truly  scientific  means  of  managing  the  breath 
properly  is  secured.  More  air  will  enter  the  chest  when 
expanded  by  this  method  than  is  ever  possible  by  the  unrestrained 
contraction  and  descent  of  the  diaphragm. 

THE    LATERAL    COSTAL    METHOD    OF 

BREATHING. 

25.  By  this  method  of  breathing — which  we  wilE 
h  d         henceforth  call  the  LATERAL  COSTAL  method— the contracted  abdominal  muscles  fix  the  stomach  and 

liver  in  the  arch  of  the  diaphragm,  so  that  in  its 
contraction  it  expands  and  raises  the  chest  during  inspiration. 
In  this  way  a  full  inspiration  is  effected,  for  air  rushes   in   to 
fill  the  enlarged  space  in  the  lung  in  the  expanded  and  elevated 
chest — the   elastic  force  which   naturally  comes   into   play   at 
the   end   of  inspiration   can   easily   be   held   in   check   by    the 
contracted  abdominal  muscles — and  thus  the  large  volume  of  air 
in  the  chest  can  be  controlled  at  will  by  the  voluntary  relaxation 
of  the  contracted  abdominal  muscles,  which  are  now  all-powerful, 
so  much  so  that  the  breath  is  entirely  subservient  to  their  action, 
and  can  be  emitted  quickly  or  slowly,  concentrated  or  rarified, 
forcibly  or  gently,  in  gusts  or  prolonged  blasts. 

The  old 26.  It  is  maintained  by  the  Author  that  this  is  the 
explanation  of  the  method  used  by  the  old  Italian 
School,  in  which  it  was  taught  that  the  abdominal 
wall  should  be  slightly  retracted— that  is,  that  the 

abdominal  muscles  should  be  contracted,  and  the  vault  of  the 
diaphragm  supported,  and  that  a  full  inspiration  be  taken,  by 
which  the  diaphragm  raises  and  expands  the  chest. 

This  scientific  explanation  is,  so  far  as  the  Author  is  aware, 
quite  new,  as  are  also  the  hygienic  and  vocal  arguments  in  its- 
favour,  as  opposed  to  those  advanced  in  support  of  the  abdominal 
system  introduced  into  this  country  by  Mandl  in  1855. 
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27.  When   all    the    important    functions    of   the 
abdominal  muscles  are  taken  into  full  consideration, 

conclusion.  jt  seems  almOst  impossible  to  draw  any  other conclusion  than  that  by  a  judicious  development  of  their  power 
we  are  afforded  a  means  of  developing  the  chest  and  of  controlling 
the  expiration,  whereby  voice-users  are  doubly  benefited.  The 
potential  strength  of  the  voice  is  increased  by  the  additional  lung 
expansion,  and  the  breath  controlled  by  the  strong  abdominal 
muscles  can  be  utilised  at  will  for  the  sustaining  of  a  prolonged 
note,  which  can  be  kept  even  and  pure  at  the  same  intensity  of 
sound,  or  made  to  swell  or  diminish  according  to  the  requirements 
of  the  circumstances. 

28.  A  further  important  fact  must  be  noted.  Abdom- 
inal  breathing  must  have  an  unhealthy  tendency, 
for  if  the  abdominal  muscles  are  constantly  pushed 

un  ea  y*  forward  in  a  relaxed  condition  they  become  stretched and  weak.  An  abdominal  protuberance  takes  place,  fat  forms  in 
and  around  the  flabby  muscles,  and  the  troubles  already  described 
are  sooner  or  later  experienced  by  singers  who  adopt  the 
abdominal  system  of  breathing.  Are  not  singers  often 
remarkable  for  their  protuberant  abdomens  ?  They  appear  as  if 

they  had  allowed  their  chests  to  "slip  moorings."  It  is  not 
at  all  uncommon  to  hear  the  remark  made  that  it  is  impossible 
to  sing  well  unless  you  are  fat.  This  is  a  great  fallacy.  Singers 
cannot  expect  to  keep  the  vocal  apparatus  in  good  condition 
unless  they  pay  the  greatest  attention  to  their  health.  It  is  quite 
possible  that  a  singer  possessing  an  unusually  good  voice  may  be 
able  to  achieve  great  results  for  a  time,  but  this  voice  will  not 
last  so  long  as  it  will  if  the  laws  of  nature  are  duly  heeded. 
People  with  protuberant  abdomens  never  enjoy  good  health, 
seldom  live  to  a  good  old  age,  and  their  enjoyment  of  life 
is  sadly  interfered  with  by  a  troublesome  liver,  an  imperfect 
digestion,  or  innumerable  other  affections. 

Standard  medical  works  have  been  quoted  from,  because  in 
attacking  methods  of  teaching  that  have  a  firm  hold  upon  the 
estimation  of  the  public,  it  is  advisable  to  use  all  the  influence 
that  is  available.  It  will  be  well  now  to  sum  up  the  conclusions 
arrived  at,  even  at  the  risk  of  repetition. 

SUMMARY. 

29.  The  arched  muscular  floor  of  the  thorax  is  formed 
Action  of  the  by  the  diaphragm,  which  becomes  flattened  when 
diaphragm.  -t  contracts,  and  so  it  increases  the  size  of  the  thorax 
from  above  downwards.  If  the  diaphragm  is  unresisted  during 
contraction  it  depresses  the  contents  of  the  abdomen  and  pushes 
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forward  its  anterior  wall;  if,  on  the  other  hand,  it  is  resisted  by 
the  contracted  abdominal  muscles,  the  stomach  and  liver  are 

firmly  fixed  against  the  under  part  of  the  dome-shaped  partition. 
So  that  when  it  contracts,  the  diaphragm  raises  the  chest  and 
expands  the  ribs  TRANSVERSELY,  and  the  force  exerted  by  the 
stretched  elastic  tissue  in  the  expanded  chest  is  counterbalanced 
by  the  contraction  of  the  abdominal  muscles  ;  and  thus  the 
expiration  is  controlled  by  counterbalancing  the  elasticity  of  the 
lungs  and  chest  wall  which  come  into  play,  and  eject  the  breath 
as  soon  as  the  muscles  of  inspiration  cease  to  work. 

Eff    t  30.  The  processes  by  which  these  forms  of  breathing are  accomplished  have  a  marvellous  effect  upon  the 
voice.       The    air    being    the    motor     power     of 

control.         ̂ g    voiCCj  common    sense   teaches    us    that    the 
more  thoroughly  the  lungs  are  filled  with  air,  and   the  more 
easily  that  air  is  controlled,  the  more  effective  and  perfect  will 
be  the  machine  through  which  the  artistic  impulses  of  the  singer 
are  to  find  vent.     How,  then,  do  we  gain  the  greatest  expansion 
of  lung,  and  how  can  we  best  control  our  breathing? 

31.  The  Author  submits  that  this  is  accomplished 
.          by  fixing  the  diaphragm,  THROUGH  THE  ACTION  OF 

•eathmg       THE  ABDOMINAL  MUSCLES;   for,  by  this  method,  the lower  ribs  are  most  efficiently  raised,  the  action  of 
controlled.      ̂ Q  intercostals  is  aided,  and  the  lungs  are  every- 

f  th^      where  filled  with  air  and  are  kePtfilled  until  the 
d'  °h    tf         abdominals  are  relaxed,  which  can  be  done  quickly or  slowly  according  to  the  wish  of  the  singer. 

32.  This  filling  of  the  whole  of  the  lungs  with  air 
*     MUST  BE  THE  MOST  HEALTHY  WAY  OF  BREATHING, 

for  if  °nly  the  lower  Part  °f  the  lungS  are  filled  and 
the  upper  part  left  unused,  then,  from  degeneration, 

10117     the  upper  part   becomes   a   suitable   s.oil  for   the 
n  um  tion     growtrl  °f  tne  tubercle  bacillus,  the  cause  of  con- sumption.    Those    who   practise     the    abdominal 

breathing  —  that  is,  the  allowing  the  diaphragm  in  its  descent  to 
push  the  abdominal  viscera  before  it  —  are  likely  to  fail  to  use  the 
upper  parts  of  the  lungs  sufficiently.     This  result  the  author's 
repeated  experience  has  confirmed. 

33.  It  is  not  necessary  again  to  dwell  upon  the 

a^"  °^e  abdominal  troubles  that  are  likely  to  arise,  but  it  is as  well  to  point  out  that  there  is  still  a  third 
form  of  breathing,  clavicular,  or  collar-bone  breathing,  which 
unfortunately  is  far  from  uncommon.  This  form  of  breathing 
is  accomplished  by  the  contraction  of  what  are  called  the 
extraordinary  muscles  of  respiration,  wherewith,  by  moving  the 
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shoulders,  and  even  by  making  grimaces,  a  spurious  form  of 
extra  expansion  is  obtained.  This  method  is,  of  course,  entirely 
wrong  and  unscientific,  for  it  is  an  effort  to  move  the  highest 
ribs — which  are  almost  inflexible.  The  result  of  bringing  these 
extra  muscles  into  play  is  to  constrict  the  throat. 

34.  It  is  just  possible  that  a  partial  descent  of  the 

**          diaphragm  may  be  advantageous  in  the  case  of  a 
man,    who    naturally    makes    more    use    of    his 

B  diaphragm  in  breathing  than  a  woman ;  but  to  push 
naphragm.      it  tQ  ̂   extent  of  stretching  and  weakening  the 

®        .    abdominal  muscles,  as  is  so  often  taught,  is,  in  the 

'w^men  *       Author's  opinion,  harmful.     In  the  case  of  women, nature  has  ordained  that  she  should  make  use  of  her 
intercostal   muscles    in    breathing,    so    that   she   may   not   be 
embarrassed  by  the  changes  that  take  place  in  the  organs  peculiar 
to  her  sex  ;  and  for  her  to  violate  this  law  by  cultivating  abdominal 
breathing  is  to  defy  nature. 

35.  There    is    another    point    worthy    of    notice, 
Lack  of         an(j   t^at   ̂    tjlat    manv    teachers   of  the   art   of 

Anatomical  breathing,  from  lack  of  anatomical  knowledge, 
e  *>e*  profess  to  teach  one  thing  in  theory,  and  luckily 

teach  another  in  practice.  One  frequently  comes  across 
instances  in  singers  who  think  they  make  use  of  the  abdominal 
breathing,  but  who,  on  the  contrary,  use  the  lateral  costal 
system,  and  hence  the  pernicious  abdominal  breathing  gets 
credit  for  results  which  are  not  due  to  it. 

THE  POSITION  OR  POSE  OF  THE  BODY. 

36.  It  is  of  the  highest  importance  that  great  attention  should 
be  bestowed  upon  the  position  or  pose  of  the  different  parts  of 
the  body  before  any  breathing  exercise — or,  in  fact,  any  physical 
exercise — is  attempted. 

37.  A  chance  glance  sideways  at  people  as  they 
ommon  waik  along  the  streets  will  be  sufficient  to  prove  to 

even  the  most  casual  observer  that  the  majority  carry 
themselves  badly.  One  or  more  of  the  following  defects  will  be 
noticed:  the  chin  poked  forward,  the  head  improperly  posed 
upon  the  neck,  the  abdomen  protruded,  the  chest  retracted,  the 
knees  more  or  less  bent,  the  toes  at  a  variety  of  angles— some 
too  much  turned  out,  others  too  much  turned  in — the  arch  of  the 
foot  dropped,  the  ankles  over  on  the  inside,  the  knees  bowed 
or  knock-kneed,  the  hips  higher  on  one  side  than  the  other,  the 
back  curved  either  forward  or  to  one  side,  one  shoulder  lower 
than  the  other,  or  the  upper  part  of  the  spine  rounded  or  bowed 
in  shape.  Some  of  these  defects  of  carriage  are  no  doubt  the 
results  of  heredity,  but  manner  of  living  and  neglect  of  muscular 
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exercise  are  the  causes  in  most  instances.  We  have  only  to 
remember  how  young  soldiers  under  drill  quickly  acquire  an 
erect  figure  to  conclude  that  the  defects  described  are  not 
natural  to  the  average  man. 

38.  If  exercises  are  performed  while  the  position  is 
faulty,  the  defect  in  the  figure  is  still  further 
intensified.  For  correction  it  is  absolutely  necessary 
to  insist  upon  a  proper  pose  being  assumed  at  the 

very  outset. 
To  the  uninitiated  it  may  seem  unnecessary  to  dwell  upon  the 

carriage  of  the  body  ;  but  seeing  that  it  is  so  exceptional  for 
either  men  or  women  to  possess  a  really  good  carriage  naturally, 
and  that  it  is  so  necessary  for  the  health  of  the  body  that  a  good 
figure  should  be  at  all  times  maintained,  it  will  not  be  out  of 
place  to  state  the  laws  that  govern  a  good  carriage. 

Tii    M     i        39*  Special  muscles  exist  for  the  purpose  of  keeping 
the  body  erect,  the  chief,  besides  the  leg  muscles, 

G  d  Ftf  being  those  situated  at. the  back  of  the  neck  and  at Good  igure.  ̂   hack  Qf  ̂   Spme ;  these,  when  properly 
developed,  keep  the  head  well  balanced  upon  the  shoulders,  the 
shoulders  drawn  backwards  and  the  chest  raised  so  that  it  forms 
the  most  prominent  part  of  the  body.  By  physical  neglect  of 
these  muscles  the  chin  is  poked  forward,  the  shoulders  are 
rounded,  the  chest  becomes  flattened  and  contracted,  and  the 
abdomen  is  protruded.  If  the  body  is  held  erect  by  the  proper 
muscles,  not  only  is  the  figure  improved,  but  fatigue  is  not  so 
quickly  induced  and  even  the  height  is  increased.  After  walking 
a  while  with  the  shoulders  and  back  rounded  a  tired  feeling 
is  experienced  in  the  small  of  the  back,  which  is  relieved  if  the 
back  is  straightened  and  the  shoulders  are  retracted. 

Other  muscles  that  are  of  great  value  in  keeping  the  figure 
in  a  good  tondition  are  those  forming  the  walls  of  the 
abdomen,  for  they  form  a  natural  girdle  and  keep  the  contents  of 
the  abdomen  in  their  proper  position. 

40.  The  important  conclusions  from  these  facts  may  be  stated 
as  follow : — 
AN   ERECT  POSTURE,  AN   EXPANDED  CHEST,  A  RETRACTED  ABDOMEN 
ARE    INDISPENSABLE    TO    PERFECT    HEALTH   AND   VOCAL  CULTURE. 

41.  That  the  vocal  apparatus  may  be  placed  under 
Other  exer-     the  ̂ st  condition  for  work  we  must  not  be  content 
cises  than      to  prescribe  breathing  exercises  only,  but  also  exer- 

cises that  will  ensure  a  good  figure  (an  erect  head, 
breathing       an  expanded  chest,  and  a  retracted  abdomen). 
necessary.  /j^e  abdominal  muscles,  besides  forming  a  natural 

girdle  whereby  the  body  girth  is  kept  within  reasonable  bounds, 
H albert. —Breathing  for  Voice  Production.— Novello.       B 
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have  also  a  power  in  keeping  the  chest  raised,  and  so  help  to 
preserve  the  erect  figure;  and  inasmuch  as  these  muscles  are 
unsupported  by  any  kind  of  framework,  such  as  exists  in  the 
chest,  there  is  all  the  more  reason  for  them  to  be  kept  in  a  good 
condition. 

Common  sense  makes  it  quite  evident  that  the  man  or  woman 
with  an  erect  head,  a  full  chest,  and  a  well-shaped  abdomen  will 
be  in  a  position  to  make  the  best  use  of  the  vocal  apparatus, 
and  will  be  likely  to  maintain  good  health. 

Rounded  shoulders,  contracted  chests,  protuberant  abdomens, 
interfere  with  the  activity  of  all  parts  of  the  body,  both  directly 
and  indirectly  ;  the  circulation  suffers,  for  it  is  carried  on  more 
actively  and  easily  when  the  body  is  carried  erect. 

The  blood  itself,  by  which  all  the  organs  are  nourished,  is 
affected  by  imperfect  breathing,  for  it  is  impossible  for  the 
partially-expanded  lung  to  completely  aerate  the  blood,  hence 
there  is  a  deficiency  of  oxygen — the  vitaliser,  as  it  were,  of  all 
the  tissues  of  the  body.  The  digestive  organs,  displaced  by 
having  slipped  down  into  the  protuberance  formed  by  the  laxity 
of  the  abdominal  walls,  are  at  a  disadvantage,  and  cannot 
efficiently  prepare  the  food  for  its  assimilation  by  the  blood, 
which  accordingly  becomes  deficient  in  nourishment. 
The  unexpanded  lung  loses  much  of  its  motor  force  for 

breathing  purposes,  and  the  lax  abdominal  muscles  are 
wanting  in  power,  and  thus  both  the  breathing  power  and  the 
means  of  controlling  that  power  are  to  a  great  extent  lost;  a 
loss  that  must  hamper  the  acquisition  of  health  and  of  strength 
of  voice. 

42.  The  rule  cannot  be  too  vigorously  enforced  of 
The  the  absolute  necessity  of  the  correct   pose  of  the 

Golden  Rule.     bO(jy  being  assumed  before  any  exercise  is  attempted. This  rule  is  often  overlooked  by  those  who  teach  exercises,  for 
in  their  keen  endeavours  to  develop   the   showy  muscles,  the 
biceps,  triceps,  deltoids,  and  pectorals,  or  one  particular  part  of 
the  body,  they  are  apt  to  disregard  the  welfare  of  the  body  as  a 
whole.      The  acquisition  of  enormous  muscular  limbs  can  do 
little  towards  the  furtherance  of  health,  beauty  of  physique,  or 
power  of  voice — IN  FACT,  AN  OVER-DEVELOPMENT  HAS  A  STRONG 
TENDENCY  TO  USE  UP  THE  VITAL  FORCE  THAT  PROPERLY  BELONGS 

TO  THE  VITAL  ORGANS. 

All  the  movements  of  the  body  are  effected  by  the  contraction 
of  its  different  muscles,  so  it  becomes  necessary  to  harmoniously 
develop  them  all.  Stiff,  clumsy,  and  slow  movements  result 
from  an  uneven  or  over-development ;  grace,  agility,  and  charm 
in  movement  are  the  outcome  of  the  practice  of  a  scientific 
knowledge  of  muscle  culture. 



VARIOUS    POSES.  ig 

_  43.  THE  FEET  are  firmly  planted  upon  the  ground 
Jie  corre  with  the  heels  together  and  the  toes  turned  out- 

wards at  right  angles  to  one  another. 
THE  KNEES  are  straight  and  nearly  touch  one  another. 
THE  HIPS  are  well  drawn  back — thus  the  front  of  the  pelvis  is 

behind  the  front  of  the  chest  bone,  and  the  abdomen  is  retracted 
behind  the  line  of  the  chest,  which  becomes  the  most  prominent 
part  of  the  body. 
THE  WEIGHT  OF  THE  BODY  is  equally  distributed  upon  each 

leg  and  the  centre  of  gravity  is  made  to  fall  upon  the  middle  of 
the  joints  of  the  leg  with  the  spine  in  its  normal  position. 
THE  CHEST  is  raised  and  made  prominent. 
THE  SHOULDERS  are  drawn  backwards  and  the  weight  of  the 

arms  transferred  from  the  chest  to  the  shoulder  blades. 
THE  CHIN  is  drawn  slightly  in,  so  that  its  point  is  behind  the 

line  of  the  chest. 
THE  HEAD  is  held  erect  and  nicely  balanced  upon  the  neck 

without  being  stiff. 
THE  ARMS  hang  straight  down  by  the  sides  of  the  body,  the 

fingers  close  together,  and  the  thumbs  pointing  forwards. 

44.  By  standing  with  the  back  against  a  wall  and 

1    ppei       making  the  back  of  the  head,  the  shoulders,  the 
rect  Pose.      lowest    part   of    the    back>    and   the    heejs   touch the  wall,  the  pose  is  produced  which  is  described  in  books 

written  for  tailors  on  the  science  of  measurement  and  cutting-out 
as  the  super-erect  figure.  This  position  will  of  necessity  be 
stiff,  except  in  very  exceptional  cases  ;  if  there  is  absence  of 
stiffness,  then  it  is  a  correct  pose.  The  rules  that  have  been 
already  given  form  a  better  guide  than  the  wall  test. 

The  Stiff 45.  At  first,  until  the  muscles  that  ensure  a  good 
carriage  are  developed,  the   correct   pose  will  be 

Pose.  stiff.       To   overcome   the  stiffness  by  a  judicious 
attention  to  the  care  ana  well-being  of  the  proper  muscles  must 
be  the  first  object  to  be  attained,  for  until  the  correct  pose  is 
assumed  easily  and  without  any  indication  of  stiffness,  exercises 
will  tend  to  do  harm  instead  of  good  ;  therefore  pupils  should 
work  strenuously  to  strengthen  those  muscles  that  control  the 
correct  carriage.  At  first  it  is  advisable  to  use  gentle  exercises 
so  as  to  secure  agility  as  well  as  strength,  leaving  the  more 
severe  movements  for  later  work. 

46.  It  is  impossible  to  lay  too  great  a  stress  upon 

K     \t  Vf        *ke  ev^s  t^iat  may  accrue  fr°m  exercises  done  in  a 
Bad  Pose        ̂ ac^  Pos^on>  f°r  tne   bad  position  is  only  made 

worse,  and  if  muscles  are  strengthened  when  badly 
placed  it  were  much  better  that  they  were  left  neglected,  for  the 
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more  strongly  the  muscles  are  developed  under  these  dis- 
advantages, the  greater  the  difficulty  of  subsequently  overcoming 

the  deformity  thereby  formed. 

,  .      47.    There  are   numberless    systems   of   physical 
ys  ems  o  cuiture  named  according  to  the  fancy  of  the  person 
Cultnr  who  thinks  fit  to  introduce  a  system  slightly  differing 

from  the  others — the  name  chosen  may  be  that  of 
a  country,  of  the  introducer,  or  descriptive  of  the  object  aimed 
at — but  whatever  the  name  may  be,  all  systems  are  more  or  less 
based  on  the  teachings  of  a  Swede  named  Ling,  who  formu- 

lated exercises  whereby  work  could  be  localised  upon  different 
groups  of  muscles.  While  leaving  the  votaries  of  the  particular 
systems  to  fight  out  for  themselves  their  little  differences  of 
opinion  as  to  whether  dumb-bells,  bar-bells,  chest  expanders, 
health  machines,  gymnastic  apparatus,  machinery,  or  no 
apparatus  at  all  should  be  used,  we  will  not  confine  ourselves  to 
any  narrow  limit,  but  will  make  good  use  of  any  legitimate 
means  for  the  attainment  of  health,  beauty,  and  perfectibility  of 
figure  and  for  the  development  of  a  sound  vocal  apparatus. 
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PART   II. 

PRACTICAL    WORK. 

Eight  Special  Physical  Exercises  for  the  Attainment  of  a 
Correct  Pose. 

The  The    following    eight   special    exercises    for   the 
Daily          attainment  of  a  Correct  Pose  should  form  a  daily 

Routine.        routine    at  the  beginning,  in  order  that  the   best 
possible   pose    may   be    assumed.      Success   may 

safely   be   predicted   for   all   who   with   care,   intelligence,   and 
perseverance  follow  out  the  instructions. 

I.— THE  FOOT. 

To  get  the  heels  firmly  fixed  on  the  ground  and  the  toes 
at  right  angles. 

Place  the  arms  straight  down  at  the  sides  of  the  body,  the 
ringers  close  together,  and  the  thumbs  pointing  forwards.  Stand 
with  the  feet  firmly  planted  upon  the  ground,  the  inner  sides  of 
the  feet  close  together,  the  toes  pointing  straight  forward. 

1.  Raise  the  body  slightly  upon  the  heels. 
2.  Direct  the  toes  outwards  until  one  foot  forms  a  right  angle 

with  the  other. 
3.  Lower  the  body  upon  the  feet. 
4.  Raise  the  body  upon  the  heels. 
5.  Return  to  the  first  position. 
6.  Lower  the  body  upon  the  feet. 
Repeat  the  exercise  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — Care  must  be  taken  that  each  foot  is  moved  outwards 

and  inwards  at  an  equal  pace,  so  that  at  the  end  of  the  outward 

movement  each  forms  an  angle  of  45°  with  an  imaginary  straight 
line  passing  through  the  junction  of  the  heels.  The  pupil 

must  clearly  understand  what  is  meant  by  an  angle  of  90°  and  an 
angle  of  45°. 

This  exercise,  besides  teaching  what  is  meant  by  the  term  foot 
pose,  is  also  very  useful  as  a  means  for  learning  to  balance  the 
body  upon  the  feet — it  will  be  found  that  the  balance  is  more 
easily  acquired  by  making  the  chest  prominent,  especially  if  a 
full  breath  is  taken  before  the  movement.  To  make  the  exercise 

still  more  complete  give  the  following  instructions : — 
Inspire  through  the  nose — perform  movements  i,  2,  3 — Expire. 

Inspire — perform  movements  4,  5,  6 — Expire. 
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II.— THE  KNEE. 

To  straighten  the  knee. 

Assume  the  foot  pose  and  let  the  knees  be  rigidly  straightened 
with  the  inner  side  of  one  joint  almost  in  contact  with  the  inner 
side  of  the  other. 

1.  Bend  each  knee  directly  over  the  toes. 
2.  Return  to  the  original  position. 
Repeat  the  exercise  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — In  bending  the  knees  they  should  be  directed  outwards 

as  well  as  forwards,  so  that  they  may  reach  a  point  from  which 
a  plumb  line  being  dropped  will  strike  the  centre  of  the  front  of 
the  toe-cap  of  the  boot. 

III.— THE  HIP. 

To  get  the  hips  retracted. 

Assume  the  foot  and  knee  pose  and  draw  back  the  hips  as  far 
as  possible,  keeping  the  knees  and  feet  quite  firm. 

1.  Push  the  hips  forward  as  far  as  possible,  allowing  move- 
ment to  take  place  at  the  hip  joints  only. 

2.  Return  to  the  original  position. 
Repeat  the  exercise  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — Carefully  note  that  the  knees  are  not  bent  throughout 

this  movement. 
This  exercise  is  very  important  because,  by  the  retraction  of 

the  hips,  the  abdomen  becomes  retracted  behind  the  line  of  the 
chest.  The  weight  of  the  body  will  be  equally  distributed  to 
each  leg  now  that  the  foot,  knee,  and  hip  pose  are  correct. 

IV.— THE  CHEST. 
To    raise    the    chest. 

Assume  the  foot,  knee,  and  hip  pose,  and  then  lower  the  chin 
upon  the  chest  by  bending  the  neck. 

1.  Raise  the  chin  as  high  as  possible  until  the  face  becomes 
parallel  with  the  ceiling. 

2.  Bend  the  head  and  upper  spine  backwards  until  you  feel  the 
sensation  as  if  the  whole  of  the  front  of  the  body  were  being 
raised. 

3.  Return  to  the  original  position. 
Repeat  the  exercise  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — There  should  be  no  movement  of  any  part  of  the  body 

except  at  the  neck  and  the  upper  part  of  the  spine.  The  upper 
part  of  the  spine  should  be  bent,  not  the  lower ;  in  the  backward 
movement  let  the  head  precede,  so  that  the  spine  is  bent  from 
above  downwards. 
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The  chin  should  be  kept  in  as  much  as  possible  during  the 
movement. 

If  properly  conducted  this  important  exercise  not  only  raises  the 
chest,  but  lifts,  as  it  were,  the  weight  of  the  abdominal  viscera 
off  the  pelvis,  and  so  is  good  for  relieving  pelvic  congestion. 

V. — THE   SHOULDER. 
To  get  the  shoulders  back. 

IST  EXERCISE. 

Assume  the  foot,  knee,  hip,  and  chest  pose,  and  draw  the 
points  of  the  shoulders  as  far  forward  as  possible. 

"i.  Force  the  shoulders  backwards  until  the^shoulder  blades 
approximate  each  other  at  the  back  as  closely  as  is  possible. 

2.  Return  to  the  original  position. 
Repeat  the  exercise  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — This  exercise  can  be  made  more  effective  by  placing 

the  hands  on  the  hips  with  the  fingers  pointing  backwards  and 
the  thumbs, forwards.     Inhale  through  the  nose  and  carry  the 
elbows  straight  back  as  far  as  possible,  and  exhale  while  carrying 
them  forward  again. 

2ND  EXERCISE. 
Assume  the  foot,  knee,  and  chest  pose. 
1.  Shrug  the  shoulders  upwards  as  high  as  possible. 
2.  Force  the  shoulders  down  again  as  far  as  possible. 
Repeat   the   exercise  from   six    to  twelve  times. 
Note. — The  point  of  each  shoulder  should  be  directed  towards 

the  corresponding  ear  on  each  side. 

VI.— THE   CHIN. 
To  draw  in  the  chin. 

Assume  the  foot,  knee,  hip,  chest,  and  shoulder  pose,  and 
thrust  the  chin  straight  forward  as  far  as  it  will  go. 

1.  Force  it  back  vigorously. 
2.  Return  to  the  original  position. 
Repeat  the  exercise  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — This  is  a  very  important  exercise  for  strengthening  the 

muscles  at  the  back  of  the  neck,  which  are  all  powerful  in  keeping 
the  head  erect.  The  chin  should  not  be  raised  or  lowered,  but 
always  kept  upon  the  same  plane  throughout  the  exercise. 

VII.— THE  HEAD. 
To  keep  the  head  well  balanced  upon  the  neck. 

IST   EXERCISE. 

Assume  the  foot,  knee,  hip,  chest,  shoulder,  and  chin  pose,  and 
lower  the  chin  upon  the  chest  by  bending  the  neck. 

i.  Raise  the  chin  as  high  as  possible  by  straightening  the 
neck  until  the  face  is  parallel  with  the  ceiling. 
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2.  Return  to  the  original  position. 
Repeat  the  exercise  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

Note. — The  pupil  should  look  down  at  the  floor  while  lowering 
the  chin,  and  look  up  at  the  ceiling  while  raising  the  chin. 

2ND   EXERCISE. 

Assume  poses  as  in  first  Exercise,  and  rotate  the  head  on  the 
neck  by  turning  the  face  to  the  left  until  the  chin  is  in  a  line 
with  the  left  shoulder. 

1.  Return  to  the  centre. 
2.  Rotate  in  the  same  way  to  the  right. 
3.  Return  to  the  centre. 
4:  Return  to  the  original  position. 
Repeat  the  exercise  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — The  chin  should  not  be  raised  or  lowered,  but  kept 

upon  the  same  plane  throughout  this  exercise. 

3RD   EXERCISE. 

Assume  poses  as  in  the  first  Exercise.  Let  the  head  incline 
sideways  as  far  as  possible  to  the  left  shoulder,  and  then  towards 
the  right  shoulder,  alternately. 

Repeat   the   exercise  from  six  to   twelve   times. 
Note. — This  exercise  should  be  performed  by  a  bending  of  the 

neck  sideways,  no  movement  of  the  neck  being  made  either 
forwards  or  backwards  ;  and  the  chin  must  not  be  poked  forward. 

Exercises  i,  2  and  3  give  agility  and  freedom  of  movement  to 
the  neck  muscles,  which  have  such  important  parts  to  play  in 
balancing  the  head  gracefully. 

4TH    EXERCISE. 

Assume  poses  as  in  the  first  Exercise.  Roll  the  head  round 
upon  the  neck,  using  the  neck  as  a  pivot,  as  follows  : — 

1.  While  lowering  the  chin  upon  the  chest  let  the  head  incline 
towards  the  left  shoulder,  the  chin  at  the  same  time  being  directed 
towards  the  left  shoulder. 

2.  While  raising  the  chin  let  the  head  incline   towards  the 
right  shoulder,  the  chin  at  the  same  time  being  directed  towards 
the  right  shoulder. 

Note. — It  will  be  seen  that  the  fourth  Exercise  is  a  combination 
of  Exercises  i,  2,  and  3.  It  is  a  good  exercise  for  the  muscles  of 
the  neck,  and  sometimes  relieves  a  congestive  headache.  At 
first  it  should  only  be  practised  once  or  twice,  as  it  is  apt  to 
cause  giddiness. 
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VIII.— THE   BODY. 

To  get  a  correct  pose  at  once. 

Assume  the  bad  pose — that  is,  feet  badly  placed,  knees  bent 
forward,  chest  lowered,  shoulders  rounded  and  forward,  chin 
poked  forward,  and  head  improperly  balanced  upon  the  neck. 

Quickly  assume  the  good  pose,  carrying  out  all  the  details 
enumerated  under  each  different  pose. 

Repeat  the  exercise  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — This  exercise  is  of  value  in  teaching  pupils  to  recognise 

the  difference  between  a  good  and  a  bad  position.  Carefully 
examine  the  different  parts  of  the  body  and  see  that  each  pose  is 
correct,  that  the  ears  are  level,  that  the  shoulders  are  level, 
and  that  the  hips  are  level. 

The  Lateral  Costal  System  of  Breathing. 
BREATHING  EXERCISES. 

When  the  importance  of  the  correct  pose  has  been  fully  realised, 
exercises  for  expanding  the  chest,  strengthening  the  lungs, 
controlling  the  breath,  and  for  acquiring  the  LATERAL  COSTAL 
SYSTEM  of  breathing  may  be  practised  systematically. 
The  breathing  exercises  in  this  series  are  arranged  in  a 

definite  order.  The  first  are  devoted  to  the  expansion  of  the 
chest  and  lungs  by  the  development  of  the  lungs,  which  may  be 
called  the  internal  expansion.  Then  follow  exercises  with  the 
arms,  starting  in  different  positions  and  performing  different 
movements,  so  that  the  muscles  that  enlarge  the  chest  may  be 
brought  into  play,  and  the  breath  being  inspired  and  expired 
simultaneously  with  the  arm  movements,  a  combination  of  the 
internal  and  external  methods  of  expansion  is  produced.  The 
last  groups  are  devoted  to  methods  for  controlling  the  breath  by 
holding  it  during  the  exercises.  Many  of  the  exercises  described 
are,  it  will  be  seen,  repetitions  of  former  exercises  with  additions. 
Those  marked  with  an  asterisk  (*)  may  be  regarded  as  the  most 
important. 

The  Method  of  Internal  Chest  Expansion. 

IST  EXERCISE.* 

Assume  the  correct  pose — foot,  knee,  hip,  chest,  chin,  shoulder, 
and  head — place  each  hand  on  the  ribs  at  each  side  of  the  lower 
part  of  the  chest,  with  the  fingers  and  thumb  pointing  forwards, 
and  slightly  draw  in  the  front  wall  of  the  abdomen  (fig.  i). 

i.  Inhale  deeply  through  the  nose,  making  the  lower  part  of 
the  chest  expand. 
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2.  Exhale  vigorously  through  the  mouth. 
Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — By  DRAWING  IN  the  front  wall  of  the  abdomen,  the 

organs  are  fixed  in  the  arch  of  the  diaphragm.  THIS  is  THE 
FIRST  STEP  TO  BE  TAKEN  IN  LATERAL  COSTAL  BREATHING.      During 

the  inhalation  the  expansion  of  the  lower  part  of  the  chest  (the 
lateral  costal  breathing)  should  be  distinctly  felt  by  the  hands  on 
each  side — the  walls  of  the  chest  should  bulge  outwards. 

The  exhalation  may  be  made  either  through  the  nose  or  the 
mouth,  preferably  the  latter  in  cases  of  students  of  voice  pro- 

duction, as  the  mouth  is  used  in  the  formation  of  sounds  in  singing 
and  speaking.  But  the  inhalation  must  be  through  the  nose,  so 
that  the  air  entering  the  chest  may  be  filtered,  warmed,  and 
moistened. 
The  greatest  care  must  be  exercised  to  prevent  any  upward 

movement  of  the  shoulders,  AND  THERE  MUST  NOT  BE  ANY 
DISTENSION     FORWARD    OF    THE    ABDOMEN.        It    will    be    Well    to 

practise  this  exercise  in  a  sitting  position. 

2ND  EXERCISE. 

Sit  well  back  in  a  chair  with  a  straight  back,  reaching  as  high 
as  the  shoulder  blades,  and  let  the  back  of  the  body  touch  the 
back  of  the  chair.  Take  hold  of  the  under  side  of  the  seat  of 
the  chair  with  each  hand. 

1.  Inhale  deeply  through  the  nose,  making  the  lower  part  of 
the  chest  expand. 

2.  Exhale  vigorously  through  the  mouth. 
Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — When  properly  seated  in  the  chair,  the  shoulders  are 

fixed  at  the  back  by  the  back  of  the  chair,  and  are  prevented 
from  being  raised  by  the  hands  holding  the  seat. 

3RD  EXERCISE. 

Lie  perfectly  flat  upon  a  table,  couch,  or  bed,  with  nothing 
under  the  head  except  perhaps  a  very  shallow  pillow. 

1.  Inhale  deeply  through  the  nose,  making  the  lower  part  of 
the  chest  expand. 

2.  Exhale  vigorously  through  the  mouth. 
Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — By  lying  perfectly  flat,  the  body  is  necessarily  kept  in 

a  good  position,  so  that  it  is  well  to  practise  breathing  in  this 
position,  until  the  poses  have  been  thoroughly  mastered.  The 
shoulders  should  not  be  raised,  AND  THE  ABDOMEN  MUST  NOT  BE 
PROTRUDED. 
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4TH  EXERCISE.* 
Sit  in  an  ordinary  chair  and  cross  one  leg  over  the  other ;  bend 

the  body  forward  until  the  abdomen  rests  firmly  upon  the  thigh 
of  the  leg  that  is  uppermost ;  grasp  the  front  of  the  lower  leg  by 
interlacing  the  fingers  and  holding  it  tightly  just  below  the  knee 
(fig.  2). 

1.  Inhale  deeply  through  the  nose,  making  the  lower  part  of 
the  chest  expand. 

2.  Exhale  vigorously  through  the  mouth. 
Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — Protrusive  abdominal  breathing  is  prevented  by  the 

fixation  of  the  front  abdominal  wall  against  the  thigh  of  the 
upper  leg.  Collar-bone  breathing  is  prevented  by  the  fixation  of 
the  shoulders  through  the  grasping  of  the  lower  leg.  The  only 
breathing  possible  is  the  LATERAL  COSTAL  BREATHING.  By  this 
exercise,  therefore,  the  pupil  can  be  made  to  fully  realise  what 
is  meant  by  the  lateral  costal  system.  Another  point  becomes 
very  evident :  there  is  a  great  expansion  of  the  chest  at  the  back, 
where  there  is  an  increased  space  by  reason  of  the  backward 
projection  of  the  ribs.  It  is  most  important  that  this  space 
should  be  utilised  in  breathing. 

The  Methods  of  Internal  and  External  Chest  Expansion 
Combined. 

5TH  EXERCISE. 

Assume  the  correct  pose  and  bend  the  elbows  until  the  thumb- 
nails touch  the  fronts  of  the  shoulder  joints,  keep  the  elbows 

close  to  the  sides  and  the  upper  arms  parallel  with  the  body  (fig.  3), 
1.  Raise  the  arms  straight  up  at  the  sides  of  the  head  to  their 

highest  point  and  inhale  deeply  through  the  nose. 
2.  Return  to  the  original  position  by  forcibly  drawing  down  the 

elbows  to   the  sides  again  and  exhale  vigorously  through  the 
mouth. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

GTH  EXERCISE.* 

Assume  the  position  directed  in  the  fifth  Exercise  (fig.  3). 
1.  Raise  the  arms  straight  up  at  the  sides  of  the  head  to  their 

highest  point,  inhale  deeply  through  the  nose,  and  at  the  same 
time  raise  the  body  as  high  as  possible  on  the  tips  of  the  toes 
(fig.  4)- 

2.  Return  to  the  original  position  by  forcibly  drawing  down  the 
elbows  to  the  sides  again,  exhale  vigorously  through  the  mouth 
and  lower  the  body  on  the  heels. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times- 
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7TH  EXERCISE. 

Assume  the  position  directed  in  the  fifth  Exercise  (fig.  3). 
1.  Move   the   elbows   from   the   sides   straight  forwards   and 

upwards    as   far   as   possible.      Keep   the   thumb-nails   on   the 
shoulders.     Inhale  deeply  through  the  nose  (fig.  5). 

2.  Return  to  the  original   position  by  forcibly  lowering  the 
elbows  to  the  side  and  exhale  vigorously  through  the  mouth. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

STH  EXERCISE. 

Assume  the  position  directed  in  the  fifth  Exercise  (fig.  3). 
1.  Move  the  elbows  straight  out  sideways  from  the  body  as 

high  as  possible.     Keep  the  thumb-nails  on  the  shoulders,  inhale 
deeply  through  the  nose  (fig.  6). 

2.  Return  to  the  original  position  by  lowering  the  elbows  to 
the  sides  and  exhale  vigorously  through  the  mouth. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

9TH  EXERCISE.* 
Assume  the  correct  pose  and  raise  the  arms  from  the  sides 

straight  upwards  and  forwards  until  the  arms  and  hands  are 
stretched  out  to  their  fullest  extent  in  front  of  the  body  on  a  level 
with  the  shoulder  joints  (fig.  7). 

1.  Circle  the  hands  outwards  and  backwards  as  far  as  possible 
while  keeping  them  on  a  level  with  the  shoulder  joints  and  inhale 
deeply  through  the  nose. 

2.  Return    to   the   original    position    and    exhale   vigorously 
through  the  mouth. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

IOTH  EXERCISE.* 

Assume  the  position  directed  in  the  ninth  Exercise  and  close 
the  fists. 

1.  Forcibly  draw  the  elbows  back  straight  past  the  sides  and 
inhale  deeply  through  the  nose  (fig.  8). 

2.  Return  to  the  original   position   by  forcibly  thrusting  the 
hands  forward  and  exhale  vigorously  through  the  mouth. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

IITH  EXERCISE. 

Assume  the  correct  pose,  close  the  fists  and  advance  them  to  a 
point  about  one  foot  in  front  of  each  hip  joint  (fig.  9). 

i.  Forcibly  thrust  the  fists  backwards  to  a  point  one  foot 
behind  each  hip  joint,  and  inhale  deeply  through  the  nose. 
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2.  Return  to  the  original  position  and  exhale  through  the 
mouth.  Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

Note. — The  elbows  must  be  kept  perfectly  stiff  throughout  the 
exercise.  The  chest  should  be  forcibly  thrust  forward  as  the 
fists  are  carried  back  and  the  breath  is  inhaled. 

I2TH  EXERCISE.* 

Assume  the  position  directed  in  the  eleventh  Exercise  (fig.  9). 
1.  Carry  the  fists  backwards  to  a  point  one  foot  behind  each 

hip  joint,  and  then  circle  them  backwards   and  upwards  to   a 
point  as  high  as  possible  above  the  head,  and  about  six  inches 
in  front  of  it,  making  as  complete  a  circle  as  possible — inhale 
deeply  through  the  nose  (fig.  10). 

2.  Return  to  the  original  position  by  the  reverse  way  and 
exhale  through  the  mouth. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — Although  two  movements  have  for  the  sake  of  clearness 

been  described,  it  must  be  understood  that  both  the  upward  and 
downward  circle  should  be  unbroken,  and  the  two  movements 
welded  into  one. 

I3TH  EXERCISE. 

Assume  the  position  directed  in  the  eleventh  Exercise  (fig.  9). 
Proceed  as  in  the  twelfth  Exercise,  and  instead  of  stopping  the 
fists  at  the  point  above  the  head  (as  directed)  continue  the  circle 
until  the  original  position  is  reached.  Inhale  deeply  through 
the  nose  as  the  arms  are  raised  behind,  and  exhale  through  the 
mouth  as  they  are  lowered  in  front. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

I4TH  EXERCISE. 

Proceed  in  exactly  the  same  way  as  in  the  thirteenth  Exercise, 
but  reverse  the  direction  of  the  circle — that  is,  circle  upwards  in 
front  and  downwards  at  the  back,  but  still  inhale  deeply  through 
the  nose  as  the  arms  are  raised  and  exhale  through  the  mouth 
as  they  are  lowered. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

I5TH  EXERCISE. 

Assume  the  correct  pose  and  interlace  the  fingers  of  each 
hand,  the  arms  being  extended  behind  the  body  and  the  palms 
of  the  hands  being  directed  upwards. 

i.  Bend  the  head  backwards  by  raising  the  chin  until  the  face 
is  parallel  with  the  ceiling,  at  the  same  time  force  the  arms  and 
hands  downwards  and  inhale  deeply  through  the  nose. 
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2.  Bend  the  head  forwards  by  lowering  the  chin  upon  the 
chest,  at  the  same  time  relax  the  arms  and  exhale  vigorously 
through  the  mouth. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

i6TH  EXERCISE. 

Assume  the  correct  pose  and  with  each  hand  grasp  the 
opposite  forearm  as  near  to  the  elbow  as  possible,  which  should 
be  well  pressed  into  the  hollow  of  the  back. 

1.  Bend  the  head  backwards  by  raising  the  chin  until  the  face 
is  parallel  with  the  ceiling  and  inhale  deeply  through  the  nose. 

2.  Bend  the  head  forwards  by  lowering  the  chin  upon  the 
^chest,  at  the  same  time  bend  the  body,  preventing  the  shoulders 
from  going  forwards  by  forcing  the  arms  downwards,  and  exhale 
vigorously  through  the  mouth. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

The  Control  of  the  Breath. 

I7TH  EXERCISE.* 
Assume  the  correct  pose. 
1.  Raise  the  arms  straight  out  sideways  from  the  body  until 

the  hands  and  arms  are  on  a  level  with  the  top  of  the  shoulders, 
and  inhale  deeply  through  the  nose  (fig.  n). 

2.  Hold  the  breath  for  five  seconds,  then  slowly  count  aloud 
up  to  six. 

3.  Return  to  the  original  position  and  exhale  vigorously  through 
the  mouth. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

i8TH  EXERCISE.* 

Assume  the  correct  pose. 
1.  Raise  the  arms  straight  out  sideways  from  the  body  until 

the  hands  and  arms  are  on  a  level  with  the  top  of  the  shoulders, 
and  inhale  deeply  through  the  nose  (fig.  u). 

2.  Hold  the  breath,  turn  the  palms  upwards,  and  still  further 
raise  the  arms  until  they  are  stretched  to  their  highest  point, 
straight  up  at  the  sides  of  the  head  (fig.  4) ;  retain  them  in  this 
position   for  five  seconds,  then  lower  them  until  they  reach  the 
shoulder  level,  and  turn  palms  downwards. 

3.  Return  to  the  original  position  and  exhale  vigorously  through 
the  mouth. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times, 
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IQTH  EXERCISE. 
Assume  the  correct  pose. 
1.  Raise  the  arms  straight  out  sideways  from  the  body  until 

the  hands  and  arms  are  on  a  level  with  the  top  of  the  shoulders, 
and  inhale  deeply  through  the  nose  (fig.  u). 

2.  Hold  the  breath,  turn  the  palms  upwards  and  bend  the 
elbows,  so  that  the  tips  of  the  fingers  can  touch  the  top  of  the 
shoulders  (fig.  12) ;  retain  them  in  this  position  for  five  seconds, 
then  straighten  out  the  arms  to  shoulder  level,  and  turn  palms 
downwards. 

3.  Return  to  the  original  position  and  exhale  vigorously  through 
the  mouth. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

20TH  EXERCISE. 

Assume  the  correct  pose. 
1.  Raise  the  arms  straight  out  sideways  from  the  body  until 

the  hands  and  arms  are  on  a  level  with  the  top  of  the  shoulders, 
and  inhale  deeply  through  the  nose  (fig.  n). 

2.  Hold   the   breath,   turn   the   palms   upwards ;    retain   this 
position  for  five  seconds,  then  swing  the  arms  in  a  circle  out- 

wards and  backwards  until  the  knuckles  touch  behind  the  back. 
3.  Return  to  the  original  position  and  exhale  vigorously  through 

the  mouth. 
Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

2isT  EXERCISE. 

Assume  the  correct  pose. 
1.  Raise  the  arms  straight  out  sideways  from  the  body  until 

the  hands  and  arms  are  on  a  level  with  the  tops  of  the  shoulders, 
and  inhale  deeply  through  the  nose  (fig.  n). 

2.  Hold  the  breath,  and  bend  the  elbows  so  that  the  tips  of  the 
fingers  just   meet  in  front  of  the  chest ;  retain  this  position  for 
five  seconds,  then  turn  the  palms  inwards,  and  thrust  the  hands 
straight  forward  to  their  fullest  extent,  as  in  swimming. 

3.  Return    to    the   original    position   and    exhale  vigorously 
through  the  mouth. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

22ND  EXERCISE. 

Assume  the  correct  pose. 
i.  Raise  the  arms  out  sideways  from  the  body  until  they  are 

stretched  to  their  highest  point  straight  up  at  the  sides  of  the 
head,  turning  the  palms  at  the  shoulder  level  (fig.  4). 
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2.  Hold  the  breath,  and  raise  the  body  as  high  as  possible  on 
the  tips  of  the  toes ;  retain  it  in  this  position  for  five  seconds, 
then  lower  the  body  upon  the  heels. 

3.  Return    to    the    original   position    and    exhale   vigorously 
through  the  mouth. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

23RD  EXERCISE.* 
Assume  the  correct  pose. 
1.  Raise  the  arms  straight  out  sideways  from  the  body  until 

they  are  stretched  to  their  highest  point  straight  up  at  the  sides  of 
the  head,  turning  the  palms  at  the  shoulder  level  (fig.  4). 

2.  Hold  the  breath  and  grasp  one  hand  with  the  other  (as  in 
shaking  hands)  and  make  an  effort  as  if  attempting  to  raise  the 
body  on  the  toes  by  pulling  the  arms  upwards  while  the  body  is 
being  raised  on  tiptoe    (fig.    13)  ;    retain  this  position  for  five 
seconds,  and  then  lower  the  body  upon  the  heels. 

3.  Return    to    the   original    position    and    exhale   vigorously 
through  the  mouth. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

Note. — Although  it  is  impossible  to  pull  the  body  upwards  by 
the  hands  grasped  above  the  head,  yet  if  the  instructions  are 
properly  carried  out  a  distinct  feeling  is  experienced  as  if  the 
chest  were  being  pulled  up  by  the  arms. 

24TH  EXERCISE.* 
Assume  the  correct  pose. 
1.  Raise  the  arms  straight  out  sideways  from  the  body  until 

they  are  stretched  to  their  highest  point  straight  up  at  the  sides 
of  the  head  (fig.  4). 

2.  Hold  the  breath  and  raise  the  body  as  high  as   possible 
on  the  tips  of  the  toes,  then  slowly  lower  the  body  by  bending  the 
hips  and  knees  until  the  lower  part  of  the  back  almost  sits  upon 
the  raised  heels,  slowly  rise  again  to  the  fullest  height  on  tiptoe. 

3.  Return   to    the   original    position    and    exhale   vigorously 
through  the  mouth. 

Repeat  from  three  to  six  times. 
Note. — The  knees  should  be  bent  outwards  and  forwards 

instead  of  directly  forwards. 

Chest  Expansion  by  the  Abdominal  Muscles. 

25TH  EXERCISE.* 
Lie  flat  on  the  back. 
i.  Raise  the  head  as  high  as  possible  without  moving  the 

shoulders  from  the  floor,  and  inhale  deeply  through  the  nose. 
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2.  Return  to  the  lying  position  and  exhale  through  the  mouth. 
Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — This  and  the  following  exercises  may  be  practised 

upon  the  floor,  a  table,  bed,  or  couch  ;  but  there  must  not  be  any 
support  placed  under  the  head,  and  the  legs  must  be  kept 
rigidly  straight. 
The  result  of  this  movement  should  be  tested  by  placing  the 

hands  upon  the  upper  part  of  the  abdomen.  It  will  be  found  that 
the  upper  part  of  the  abdominal  muscles  becomes  hard  and 
contracted  as  the  head  is  raised,  and  that  simultaneously  the 
lower  part  of  the  chest  is  enlarged  from  side  to  side.  This 
consequently  is  a  particularly  good  exercise  and  should  be 
practised  night  and  morning  by  everybody;  it  can  be  easily 
performed  on  the  bed  by  removing  the  pillows.  It  has  a  gentle 
but  very  effective  action  upon  the  abdominal  muscles  and  upon 
the  expansion  of  the  chest,  and  there  is  absolutely  no  danger 
whatever  of  any  harm  being  done  as  there  may  be  by  some 
abdominal  exercises  unless  great  care  is  taken. 

26TH  EXERCISE. 

(Note  the  words  in  italics.) 

Lie  flat  on  the  back,  with  the  arms  either  stretched  out  to  their 
fullest  extent  at  the  sides  of  the  head  or  crossed  upon  the  chest. 

1.  Quickly   raise   the  body   from   the   lying  into  the  sitting 
position. 

2.  Quickly  return  to  the  lying  position. 
Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — The  feet  should  be  held  down,  either  by  placing  them 

under  a  strap  or  by  a  companion.  The  easiest  way  to  raise  the 
body  from  the  lying  to  the  sitting  position  is  to  stretch  out  the 
arms  to  their  fullest  extent  at  the  sides  of  the  head,  swing  them 
forwards  vigorously,  and  quickly  raise  the  body,  so  that  it  is 
helped  up  as  it  were  by  the  swing  of  the  arms.  The  most  difficult 
way  is  to  raise  the  body  very  slowly,  with  the  arms  in  the  same 
position,  taking  special  care  to  leave  the  arms  and  the  head  to 
come  up  last,  so  that  there  is  then  extra  weight  to  lift  in  addition 
to  the  weight  of  the  body.  The  exercise  performed  then  is  very 
severe,  and  is  only  suitable  for  the  very  muscular;  it  should  on  no 
account  be  practised  by  women  and  children.  The  more  slowly 
the  body  is  raised  and  lowered  the  greater  is  the  amount  of  work 
brought  to  play  upon  the  abdominal  muscles,  so  that  the  exercise 
can  be  graduated  to  suit  all  cases.  Harm  can  very  easily  be 
inflicted  upon  the  pupil  by  making  the  strain  too  severe. 

This  exercise  is  perhaps  more  commonly  taught  than  any 
other,  and  as  teachers  are  so  fond  of  teaching  feats  of  strength 
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instead  of  confining  their  attention  to  the  acquisition  of  health, 
it  makes  it  absolutely  necessary  to  point  out  these  details 
regarding  it. 

27TH  EXERCISE. 

Lie  flat  on  the  back  and  fold  the  arms  across  the  chest. 
1.  Raise  the  legs  from  the  horizontal  to  the  perpendicular. 
2.  Return  to  the  original  position. 
Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — This  exercise,  like  the  last,  can  be  graduated  in  strength 

— thus,  one  leg  can  be  raised  at  a  time,  or  both  raised  together, 
with  the  knees  straight ;  if  the  knees  are  bent  the  exercise  is 
easier  still.  If  the  arms  are  stretched  out  at  the  sides  of  the 
head  and  the  hands  grasp  a  strap  fixed  to  the  floor,  the  feet  can 
be  carried  past  the  perpendicular,  right  over  the  head,  in  which 
case  the  lower  part  of  the  back  is  raised  from  the  floor ;  but  this 
is  a  performance  suitable  only  for  the  muscular.  The  slower  the 
movement  the  greater  the  strain. 

28TH  EXERCISE.* 

Lie  flat  on  the  back  and  place  one  hand  flat  upon  the  abdomen 
and  the  other  upon  the  upper  part  of  the  chest. 

1.  Take  a  deep  breath  through  the  nose  and  force  the  front  wall 
of  the  abdomen  backwards,  as  if  trying  to  make  it  meet  the  spine 
behind. 

2.  Let  it  go  forward  again  and  breathe  out  through  the  mouth. 
Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — This  exercise  is  certainly  one  of  the  most  important  of 

the  series.  By  the  hands  the  chest  will  be  felt  to  be  thrust  forward 
whenever  the  abdomen  is  forced  backwards,  and  vice  versa.  After 
a  little  practice  it  is  well  to  take  a  deep  breath,  and  then  while 
holding  the  breath  to  make  the  backward  and  forward  movement 
of  the  abdomen  from  six  to  twelve  times,  and  then  finally  breathe 
out  vigorously  through  the  mouth.  It  is  quite  obvious  that  this 
exercise  is  good  for  getting  rid  of  the  hollow  under  the  collar 
bones,  a  deformity  caused  by  a  contracted  chest.  It  also  has  a 
very  extraordinary  power  of  correcting  a  stooping  gait,  in  that 
the  more  the  chest  is  expanded  the  better  the  shoulders  become 
set  and  the  straighter  the  upper  part  of  the  spine  becomes. 

For  all  these  reasons,  then,  this  exercise  should  be  practised 
daily  in  bed  on  waking  and  before  going  to  sleep,  and  the  im- 

provement in  the  carriage  of  the  body  alone  will  prove  more  than 
an  ample  reward  for  the  trouble  taken. 
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2gTH  EXERCISE. 
Lie  flat  on  the  back  with  the  fingers  of  one  hand  upraised  in 

front  of  the  body  and  with  the  other  hand  flat  upon  the  lower  ribs. 
1.  Take  a  deep  breath  through  the  nose,  having  previously 

slightly  retracted  the  front  abdominal  wall. 
2.  Hold  the  breath  while  with  the  upraised  finger  time  is  slowly 

beaten  ;  make  from  six  to  twelve  strokes  each  time. 
3.  Breathe  out  vigorously  and  forcibly  and  try  to  exhale  more 

air  than  was  inhaled. 
Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — Vary  number  3  by  sometimes  breathing  the  air  as 

slowly  as  possible,  controlling  the  respiration  by  the  steady 
relaxation  of  the  contracted  abdominal  muscles. 

Chest  Expansion  by  the  Back  and  Arm  Muscles. 

30TH   EXERCISE. 
Lie  flat  on  the  back  and  let  a  companion,  standing  at  the  head, 

grasp  the  arms  which  are  lying  at  the  side  just  below  the  elbows. 
1.  Inhale  deeply  through  the  nose,  and  let  the  companion  draw 

the  arms  in  a  circle  outwards  and  upwards  until  they  meet  above 
the  head. 

2.  Keep  the  arms  stretched  above  the  head  for  two  seconds. 
3.  Circle  the  arms  in  the  reverse  direction  back  to  the  sides 

again,  and  exhale  vigorously  through  the  mouth. 
Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

Note. — This  is  Dr.  Sylvester's  method  for  imitating  breathing 
in  artificial  respiration.  It  is  an  excellent  breathing  exercise. 

3isT   EXERCISE. 
Lie  flat  on  the  chest  on  a  table  with  the  shoulders  level  with 

the  edge  of  the  table,  so  that  the  head  and  neck  are  overhanging. 
1.  Raise  the  head  as  high  as   possible  without  moving  the 

shoulders  from  the  table,  and  inhale  deeply  through  the  nose. 
2.  Lower  the  head  as  far  as  it  will  go  below  the  level  of  the 

table,  and  exhale  vigorously  through  the  mouth. 
Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — The  feet  in  this  and  the  following  exercises  should  be 

fixed  either  by  a  strap  or  by  a  companion.  The  exercise  is 
excellent,  as  it  is  good  practice  for  the  muscles  at  the  back  of 
the  neck,  which  are  important  in  preserving  the  erect  figure. 

32ND   EXERCISE. 
Lie  in  the  prone  position  as  in  the  last  exercise,  but  with  the 

hips  level  with  the  edge  of  the  table,  so  that  the  head,  neck, 
and  body  are  overhanging. 
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1.  Raise  the  body  as  high  as  possible  without  moving  the  hips 
from  the  table,  and  inhale  deeply  through  the  nose. 

2.  Lower  the  body  as  far  as  possible  below  the  level  of  the 
table,  and  exhale  through  the  mouth. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — This  is  a  severe  and  tiring  exercise,  and,  therefore, 

must  be  practised  with  care ;  but  it  is  excellent  for  the  strong 
muscles  of  the  back.  The  feet  must  be  fixed  either  by  a  strap 
or  by  a  companion  sitting  on  them. 

33RD  EXERCISE. 
•  Lie  on  the  back  with  the  shoulders  level  with  the  edge  of  the 

table,  place  the  palms  of  the  hands  on  the  back,  of  the  head  with 
the  finger-tips  touching. 

1.  Lower  the  head  as  far  as  possible,  and  inhale  deeply  through 
the  nose. 

2.  Raise  the  head  until  the  chin  touches  the  chest,  and  exhale 
through  the  mouth. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 

Special  Exercises  for   the  Abdominals  to  secure  a  Good 
Figure,  a  Graceful  Carriage,  and  a  Good  Digestion. 

34TH  EXERCISE.* 
Assume  the  correct  pose  (and  to  keep  a  good  balance  move 

each  foot  about  six  inches  outwards  so  that  they  are  a  foot  apart) 
raise  the  arms  straight  up  to  their  highest  point  by  the  sides  of 
the  head. 

1.  Circle  the  hands  downwards  and  forwards  and  bend  the 
body  slowly  and  deliberately  until  the  fingers  touch  the  toes  and 
exhale  through  the  mouth  (fig.  14). 

2.  Return  to  the  original  position  and  inhale  deeply  through 
the  nose. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — The  feat  of  being  able  to  touch  the  toes  without 

bending  the  knees  is  one  that  all,  male  and  female,  old  and 
young,  should  be  able  to  do,  and  it  is  astounding  how  soon  by 
practice  the  stoutest  and  stiffest  will  become  more  proficient  and 
what  benefit  will  be  derived  from  the  constant  endeavour. 

35TH  EXERCISE.* Assume  the  correct  pose  and  raise  one  arm  only  to  its  highest 
point  at  the  side  of  the  head. 

i.  Circle  the  hand  downwards  and  forwards  and  bend  the  body 
until  the  fingers  touch  the  toe  of  the  opposite  foot  and  exhale 
through  the  mouth  (fig.  15). 
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2.  Return  to  the  original  position  and  inhale  deeply  through 
the  nose. 

Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times,  using  the  right  and  left  hand 
alternately. 

Note. — The  fingers  of  the  Right  hand  must  touch  the  Left 
toe,  and  vice  versa,  so  that  the  body  will  be  bent  slightly  side- 

ways. The  feet  in  this  exercise  to  be  in  the  foot  pose. 

36TH  EXERCISE.* 
Assume  the  correct  pose  and  place  the  hands  on  the  hips  with 

the  fingers  pointing  forwards  and  the  thumb  backwards. 
1.  Bend  the  body  directly  to  the  left  so  that  it  is  bent  sideways 

over  the  left  hip  (fig.  16). 
2.  Bend  the  body  directly  to  the  right  by  a  side  movement 

over  the  right  hip. 
Repeat  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — It  is  very  necessary  to  bend  the  body  directly  to  the 

side,  and  not  to  the  front  or  the  back,  as  the  purpose  of  the 
exercise  is  to  work  the  side-abdominal  muscles. 

37TH  EXERCISE.* 
Assume  the  correct  pose  and  straighten  out  the  arms  to  the 

fullest  extent  in  front  of  the  body  on  a  level  with  the  shoulders, 
turn  the  palms  inwards  and  interlace  the  fingers  of  each  hand 
(fig- 17). 

1.  Swing  the  arms  as  far  as  possible  to  the  left  by  twisting  the 
body  at  the  hips. 

2.  Swing  the  arms  as  far  as  possible  to  the  right. 
Repeat  the  exercise  from  six  to  twelve  times. 
Note. — The  body  should  be  moved  from  the  hips  and  the  feet 

kept  firmly  planted  upon  the  ground,  then  the  oblique  abdominals 
are  brought  well  into  play. 

Conclusion, 

In  presenting  this  series  of  exercises  the  Author  does  not  wish 
readers  to  think  that  these  are  the  only  exercises  that  can  be 
used  for  the  purpose  of  developing  the  chest  and  controlling  the 
breath  by  the  lateral  costal  system  of  breathing  ;  his  object  has 
been  rather  to  prove  that  the  theories  propounded  in  the  earlier 
part  can  be  worked  out  practically.  It  is  his  sincere  wish 
that  all  readers  will  not  be  content  merely  to  read  the 
description  of  the  exercises,  but  will  put  them  into  practice,  for 
by  doing  so  they  will  find  that  after  a  little  perseverance  their 
breathing,  health,  and  consequently  their  voice  will  rapidly 
improve.  For  the  sake  of  simplicity  the  exercises  have  been 
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arranged  under  definite  headings.  It  will  be  well  for  the 
beginner  to  take  an  exercise  from  each  section,  study  it  well, 
then  practise  it  assiduously  before  attempting  the  others ;  one 
exercise  performed  intelligently  is  worth  more  than  twenty  done 
carelessly. 

It  may  seem  that  the  whole  scheme  of  exercises  is  too 
elaborate  for  mpst  teachers  and  others  interested ;  but  it  must 
be  remembered  that  all  the  exercises  are  not  to  be  done  every 
day,  and  that  each  new  exercise  grows  out  of  those  preceding. 
Perhaps  the  greatest  feature  of  the  system  is  the  fact  that  the 
abdominal-  muscles  play  such  an  important  role.  Let  each 
satisfy  himself  practically  on  this  point  and  then  he  cannot  fail 
to  be  convinced  of  the  utility  of  THE  LATERAL  COSTAL  SYSTEM 
OF     BREATHING. 
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PEPIN  THE  PIPPIN  (OPERETTA)  (SOL-FA,  gd.)  ...  2    6 
THE  DAISY  CHAIN  (OPERETTA)      (SOL-FA,  gd.)  a    6 
THE  MISSING  DUKE  (OPERETTA)  (SOL-FA,  gd.)  2    6 

FREDERIC  CLIFFE. 
THB  NORTH-EAST  WIND  (SOL-FA,  gd.)          ...  a    o 

GERARD  F.  COBB. 

A  SONG  OF  TRAFALGAR  (MEN'S  VOICES  )         ...20 
MY   SOUL  TRULY   WAITETH  .........  I      0 

S.  COLERIDGE-TAYLOR. 
MEG  BLANE  (SOL-FA,  gd.)  ............  2    o 
SCENES  FROM  THE  SONG  OF  HIAWATHA  ......  3    6 
DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-FA)  2    o 

HIAWATHA'S  DEPARTURE  (SOL-FA,  ts.)  ......  2    o 
HIAWATHA'S  WEDDING-FEAST  (SOL-FA,  is.)   ...  i    6 

DITTO        DITTO  (German  words)    ...        Mark  3 
THE  DEATH  OF  MINNEHAHA  (SOL-FA,  is.)       ...  i    6 
THE  ATONEMENT      ...............  3    6 
THEBLINDGIRLOFCASTEL-CUILLE(SOL-FA,IS.)   2      6 

FREDERICK  CORDER. 
THE  BRIDAL  OF  TRIERMAIN  (SOL-FA,  is.)      ...  a    6 

SIR  MICHAEL  COSTA. 
THE  DREAM     ..................  i    o 

H.  COWARD. 
GARETH  AND  LINET  (CHORUSES,  SOL-FA,  is.)  ...  2    6 
THE  STORY  OF  BETHANY  (SOL-FA,  is.  6d.)     ...  2    6 

F.  H.  COWEN. 
A  DAUGHTER  OF  THE  SEA  (FEMALE  VOICES)  ...  2    o 
DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-FA)  i    g 

A  SONG  OF  THANKSGIVING  ............  i    o 
CHRISTMAS  SCENES  (FEMALE  VOICES)  ......  2    o 
DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-FA)        ...  o    6 

CORONATION  ODE     ...............  i    o 
HE   GIVETH    HIS    BELOVED    SLEEP  (SOL-FA.   6d.)  I      O 

JOHN  GILPIN  (SOL-FA,  is.)          .........  2    6 
ODE  TO  THE  PASSIONS  (SOL-FA,  is.)       ......  2    o 
RUTH  (SOL-FA,  is.  6d.)        ............  4    o 
ST.  JOHN'S  EVE  (SOL-FA,  is.  6d.)  .........  2    6 
SLEEPING  BEAUTY  (SOL-FA,  is.  6d.)       ......  2    6 
SUMMER  ON  THE  RIVER  (FEMALE  VOICES)       ...  2    o 
DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-FA)    ...  o    g 

THE  ROSE  OF  LIFE  (FEMALE  Vv.)  (SOL-FA,  gd.)  2    o 
THE  WATER  LILY    ...............  2    6 
VILLAGE  SCENES  (FEMALE  Vv.)  (SOL-FA,  gd.)  ...  i    6 

J.  W.  COWIE. 
VIA  CRUCIS  (SOL-FA,  is.)  .........  i    6 

J.  MAUDE  CRAMENT. 
I  WILL  MAGNIFY  THEE,  O  GOD  (  PSALM  145)     ...  2    6 
LITTLE  RED  RIDING-HOOD  (FEMALE  VOICES)  2    o 

W.  CRESER. 
EUDORA  (A  DRAMATIC  IDYLL)       .........  2    6 

W.  CROTCH. 
PALESTINE        ..................  3    o 

W.  H.  CUMMINGS. 
THE  FAIRY  RING       ...............  2    6 

W.  G.  CUSINS. 
TE  DEUM  IN  B  FLAT          .....  .        ......  i    6 

FELICIEN  DAVID. 
THE  DESERT  (MALE  VOICES)  (SOL-FA,  8d  )      ...  i    6 

H.  WALFORD  DAVIES. 
LIFT    UP   YOUR   HEARTS         ............  2     6 

HERVE  RIEL  ............  .10 
HUMPTY  DUMPTY  (FOR  CHILDREN)  (SOL-FA,  gd.)  i    6 
THE  TEMPLE  ..................  4    o 
THE  THREE  JOVIAL  HUNTSMEN  (Fono)          ...  i    6 

P.  H.  DIEMER. 
BETHANY          ..................  4    o 

F.  G.  DOSSERT. 
COMMUNION  SERVICE  IN  E  MINOR       ......  2    o 
MASS  IN  E  MINOR    ...............  5    o 

LUCY  K.  DOWNING. 
A  PARABLE  IN  SONG          ............  2    o 

T.  F.  DUNHILL. 
THE  FROLICSOME  HOURS  (MUSICAL  FANTASY 

(SOL-FA,fld.)  ...............  I      6 
TUBAL  CAIN  (BALLAD)  (SOL-FA,  6d.)  ......  i    o 

F.  DUNKLEY. 
THE  WRECK  OF  THE  HESPERUS  ...  i    o 
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ANTONIN  DVORAK. 
COMMUNION  SERVICE  IN  D 
MASS  IN  D 
PATRIOTIC  HYMN 

s.  d. 

I  6 
I  6 i  6 

DITTO      (GERMAN  AND  BOHEMIAN  WORDS)  3  O 

REQUIEM  MASS            5  ° 
ST.  LUDMILA    5  o 

DITTO    (GERMAN  AND  BOHEMIAN  WORDS)  8  o 
STABAT  MATER  (SOL-FA,  is.  6d.)    2  6 

DITTO  (ENGLISH   WORDS,  AT   THE 
FOOT  OP  THE  CROSS)  (SOL-FA,  IS.  6d.)   ...  2  6 

THB  SPECTRE'S  BRIDE  (SOL-FA,  is.  6d.)         ...  3  o 
DITTO     (GERMAN  AND  BOHEMIAN  WORDS)  6  O 

A.  E.  DYER. 
ELBCTRA  OF  SOPHOCLES    i  6 
SALVATOR  MUNDI         2  6 

JOHN.  B.  DYKES. 
THE  LORD  is  MY  SHEPHERD         i  o 
THESE  ARE  THEY  (SOL-FA,  2d.)    o  6 

H.  J.  EDWARDS. 
PRAISE  TO  THE  HOLIEST    i  6 
THE  ASCENSION            2  6 
THE  EPIPHANY             2  o 
THE  RISEN  LORD        2  6 

EDWARD  ELGAR. 
THE  APOSTLES            5  o 

DITTO  (CHORUSES  AND  WORDS  OF  SOLOS 
ONLY,  SOL-FA)            2  6 

DITTO  (GERMAN  WORDS)        ...          Mark  8 
CARACTACUS  (CHORUSES  ONLY,  SOL-FA,  is.  6d.)  3  6 
KING  OLAF  (CHORUSES  ONLY,  SOL-FA,  is.  6d.)  3  o 
TB  DEUM  AND  BENEDICTUS,  IN  F           i  o 
THE  BANNER  OF  ST.  GEORGE  (SOL-FA,  is.)  ...  i  6 
THE  BLACK  KNIGHT  (SOL-FA,  is.)            2  o 
THE  DREAM  OF  GERONTIUS             3  6 

(DITTO,  CHORUSHS  ONLY,  SOL-FA)    i  6 
(DITTO,  GERMAN  WORDS)                Mark  6 
(DITTO,  FRENCH  WORDS,  Prix  fr.  7.50  net.) 

THE  LIGHTOF  LIFE  (Lux  CHRISTI)  (SOL-FA,  is.) THE  KINGDOM            
DITTO  (CHORUSES  AND  WORDS  of  SOLOS 

ONLY,  SOL-FA) 

2 

5    o 
2    6 Mark  5 

DITTO  (GERMAN  WORDS)      ...        .. 
ROSALIND  F.  ELLICOTT. 

ELYSIUM          ..................    i 
THE  BIRTH  OF  SONG         ............    i 

GUSTAV  ERNEST. 
ALL      THE      YEAR      ROUND      (FEMALB      VOICES) 

(SOL-FA,  gd.)          I    6 
HARRY  EVANS. 

THE  VICTORY  OF  ST.  GARMON  (SOL-FA,  gd.)...    i    6 

A.  J.  EYRE. 
COMMUNION  SERVICE  IN  E  FLAT       i    o 

T.  FACER. 
A    MERRY    CHRISTMAS    (SCHOOL    CANTATA) 

(FEMALE  VOICES)  (SOL-FA,  6d.)             I    o 
RED  RIDING-HOOD'S  RECEPTION  (OPERETTA)      2    6 

DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-FA)  ...    o    g 
SONS     OF     THE    EMPIRE    (FEMALE    VOICES) 

(SOL-FA,  6d.)          i    6 
EATON  FANING. 

BUTTERCUPS  AND  DAISIES  (FEMALE  VOICES) 
(SOL-FA,  gd.)          i    6 

HENRY  FARMER. 
MASS    IN    B    FLAT    (LATIN    AND    ENGLISH) 

(SOL-FA,  IS.)    2      0 

PERCY  E.  FLETCHER. 
THE  ENCHANTED  ISLAND  (OPERETTA)    2  o 

DITTO  DITTO      (SOL-FA)            o  9 
THE  OLD  YEAR'S  VISION  (OPERETTA)    i  6 

DITTO  DITTO  SOL-FA  o  6 
THB  TOY  REVIEW  (OPERETTA)  ( SOL-FA.  8d.)   ...  i  6 

J.  C.  FORRESTER. 
THB  KALENDAR  (FEMALB  VOICES)  SOL-FA,  gd.  2  o 

MYLES  B.  FOSTER. 
SNOW  FAIRIES  (FEMALE  VOICES)  (SOL-FA,  6d.)  i  6 
THE  ANGELS  OF  THB  BBLLS  (FEMALE  VOICES)  i  6 

DITTO                     DITTO            (SOL-FA)  o  8 
THE  BONNIE  FISHWIVES  (FEMALE  VOICES)     ...  i  6 

DITTO       DITTO       (SOL-FA)         o  g 
THB  COMING  OF  THE  KING  (FBMALB  VOICES)  i  6 

DITTO       DITTO         (SOL-FA)    o 

ROBERT  FRANZ.  s. 
PRAISE  YE  THE  LORD  (PSALM  117)               i 

NIELS  W.  GADE. 
CHRISTMAS  EVE  (SoL-FA,  4d.)            i 
COMALA   2 

ERL-KING'S  DAUGHTER  (SOL-FA,  gd.)        i 
PSYCHE  (SOL-FA,  is.  6d.)        2 
SPRING'S  MESSAGE  (SOL-FA,  3d.)    o 
THE  CRUSADERS  ( SOL-FA,  is.)         2 
ZION          i 

HENRY  GADSBY. 
ALCESTIS  (MALE  VOICES)    4 
COLUMBUS      (DITTO)            2 
LORD  OF  THE  ISLES  (  SOL-FA,  is.  6d.)         2 

F.  W.  GALPIN. 
YB  OLDE  ENGLYSHE  PASTYMES 

(FEMALE  VOICES)    i 
G.  GARRETT. 

HARVEST  CANTATA  (SOL-FA,  6d.)... 
THE  SHUNAMMITE       
THE  Two  ADVENTS   

R.  MACHILL  GARTH. 
EZEKIEL    4 

THE  WILD  HUNTSMAN        i 
A.  R.  GAUL. 

AROUND  THE  WINTER  FIRE  (FEMALE  VOICES) 
DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-FA)   

A  SONG  OF  LIFE  (ODE  TO  Music)  (SoL-FA,  6d.) 
ISRAEL  IN  THE  WILDERNESS  (SOL-FA,  is.) 
JOAN  OF  ARC  (SOL-FA,  is.)    PASSION  SERVICE        
RUTH  (SOL-FA,  gd.)  (CHORUSES  ONLY,  is.) 
THE  ELFIN  HILL  (FEMALE  VOICES)       
THE  HARE  AND  THE  TORTOISE  (FOR  CHILDREN) 

DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-FA) 
THE  HOLY  CITY  (SOL-FA,  is.)        
THE  LEGEND  OF  THE  WOOD  (FEMALE  VOICES) 

DITTO  DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-FA) 
THE  PRINCE  OF  PEACE  (SOL-FA,  is.)    ... 
THE  TEN  VIRGINS  (SOL-FA,  is.)   
TOILERS  OF  THE  DEEP  (FEMALE  VOICES) 
UNA  (SOL-FA,  is.)        
UNION  JACK  (UNISON  SONG  WITH  ACTIONS) 

FR.  GERNSHEIM. 
SALAMIS.    A  TRIUMPH  SONG  (MALE  VOICES) 

E.  OUSELEY  GILBERT. 
SANTA  GLAUS  AND  His  COMRADES  (OPERETTA) 
DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-FA) 

F.  E.  GLADSTONE. 
PHILIPPI    

GLUCK. 
ORPHEUS  (CHORUSES,  SOL-FA,  is.)              3 

DITTO  (ACT  II.  ONLY)   i 
PERCY  GODFREY. 

THE  SONG  OF  THE  AMAL   i 
HERMANN  GOETZ. 

BY  THE  WATERS  OF  BABYLON  (PSALM  137)      ...  i 
NOJNIA    i 
THE  WATER-LILY  (MALE  VOICES)           i 

A.  M.  GOODHART. 
ARETHUSA         
EARL  HALDAN'S  DAUGHTER 
FOUNDER'S  DAY,  ODE          SIR  ANDREW  BARTON           
THE  SPANISH  ARMADA         

CH.  GOUNOD. 
COMMUNION  SERVICE  (MESSE  SOLENNELLE)... 

DITTO     (TROISIEME  MBSSB  SOLBNNELLE) 
DAUGHTERS  OF  JERUSALEM            
DB  PROFUNDIS  (PSALM  130)  (LATIN  WORDS)... 

DITTO  (OUT  OF  DARKNESS) 
GALLIA  (  SOL-FA,  4d.)            
MESSE  SOLENNELLE  (ST.  CECILIA)          
MORS  ET  VITA  (LATIN  OR  ENGLISH)         

DITTO,  SOL-FA  (LATIN  AND  ENGLISH) 
OUT  OF  DARKNESS   
O  COME  NEAR  TO  THE  CROSS  (STABAT  MATER) 
REQUIEM  MASS  (FROM  "  MORS  ET  VITA")       ... THE  REDEMPTION  (ENGLISH  WORDS)   

DITTO  (SOL-FA)           
DITTO  (FRENCH  WORDS)      
DITTO  (GERMAN  WORDS)   

THE  SEVEN  WORDS  OF  OUR  SAVIOUR   
TROISIEME  MESSE  SOLENNELLE   
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C.  H.  GRAUN.  s.  d. 
,E  DEUM         ..................  2  o 
'HE  PASSION  OF  OUR  LORD  (DER  TOD  JESU) 

(CHORUSES  ONLY,  is.)  ............  2  o 
ALAN  GRAY. 

.RETHUSA            ..................  I  6 

.  SONG  OF  REDEMPTION  ............  i  6 
'HE  LEGEND  OF  THE  ROCK-BUOY  BELL       ...  i  o 
'HE  WIDOW  OF  ZAREPHATH         .........  2  o 

J.  O.  GRIMM. 
'HE  SOUL'S  ASPIRATION    ............  i  o 

G.  HALFORD. 
PARACLETE 

E.  V.  HALL. 
S  IT   NOTHING   TO   YOU   (SOL-FA,  3d.)         O      8 

W.  A.  HALL. 
?HE  PRESENTATION  IN  THE  TEMPLE    i    6 

HANDEL. 
LCIS  AND  GALATEA    i    o 

DITTO,  NEW  EDITION,  EDITED  BY  J.  BARNEY  i    o 
DITTO          DITTO         (SOL-FA)           o    9 

LLCESTE                   2      O 

ALEXANDER    BALUS    3      O 

LLEXANPER'S  FEAST    2    o 
LTHALIAH            3    o 
JELSHAZZAR    3    o 
CHANDOS  TE  DEUM    i    o 
;OKONAT10N    AND    FUNERAL   ANTHEMS.        Cloth  5      0 

Or,  singly : 
LET   THY   HAND   BE   STRENGTHENED               ...  0     6 
MY    HEART    IS    INDITING                 O      8 

THE  KING  SHALL  REJOICE  (SOL-FA,  3d.)  ...  o    6 
THE  WAYS  OF  ZION         i    o 
ZADOK  THE  PRIEST  (SOL-FA,  ijd.)    o    3 

DEBORAH                  2      0 
3ETTINGEN    TE    DEUM               I      O 

3ixiT  DOMINUS  (FROM  PSALM  no)         i    o 
1STHER    3      O 

HERCULES  (CHORUSES  ONLY,  is.)    3     o 
;SRAEL  IN  EGYPT,  EDITED  BY  MENDELSSOHN  2    o 
ISRAEL  IN    EGYPT,   EDITED    BY   V.  NOVELLO. 

POCKET  EDITION  (SOL-FA,  is.)            i    o 
[EPHTKA              2    o 
IOSHUA    2    o 
|  DIMS  MACCABEUS  (SOL-FA,  is.)    2    o 
(UDAS  MACCABEUS.    POCKET  EDITION           ...  i     o 

DITTO        (CHORUSES  ONLY)    o    8 
DITTO        NEW  EDITION,  EDITED  BY  JOHN 

E.  WEST             2    o 
L'ALLEGRO       (CHORUSES  ONLY,  is.)       2    o 
NISI  DOMINUS              i    o 
0    COME  LET  US    SING    UNTO    THE    LORD  (FlFTH 

CHANDOS  ANTHEM)           I    o 
D     PRAISE     THE      LORD      WITH      ONE      CONSENT 

(SIXTH  CHANDOS  ANTHEM)    I 
0    PRAISE    THE    LORD,    YE    ANGELS  (FOLIO)      ...  2 

ODE  ON  ST.  CECILIA'S  DAY            i 
SAMSON  (SOL-FA,  is.)              2 
SAUL  (CHORUSES  ONLY,  is.)       2 
SEMELE    3 
SOLOMON  (CHORUSES  ONLY,  is.  6d.)           2 
SUSANNA                    •    3 
THE     MESSIAH,      EDITED     BY     V.    NOVELLO 

(SOL-FA,   IS.)              2 
THE  MESSIAH,  DITTO.    POCKET  EDITION       ...  i 
THE  MESSIAH,  EDITED  BY  W.  T.  BEST         ...  2 

OlTTO           (SOL-FA)             I 
DITTO        (CHORUSES  ONLY)    o 
DITTO        EDITED  BY  E.PROUT  (SOL-FA.IS.)  2 

THB  PASSION   
THE  PASSION  OF  CHRIST  (ABRIDGED)  ... 
THE  TRIUMPH  OF  TIME  AND  TRUTH    ... 
THEODORA          
UTRECHT  JUBILATE   

SYDNEY  HARDCASTLE. 
SING  A  SONG  OF  SIXPENCE  'OPERETTA) 

C.  A.  E.  HARRISS. 
PAN  (A  CHORIC  IDYL)          
THE  SANDS  OF  DEE    

BASIL  HARWOOD. 
AS  BY  THE  STREAMS  OF  BABYLON 
INCLINA,  DOMINE  (PSALM  86)        

J.  W.  G.  HATHAWAY. 
A  LEGEND  OF  BREGENZ   
HOW   SWEET   THE    MOONLIGHT    SLEEPS  ... 

...      0      6 

F.  K,  HATTERSLEY.  s.  d. 
HOW    THEY     BROUGHT    THt     GOOD    NEWS    FROM 

GHENT  TO  Aix    6 
KING  ROBERT  OF  SICILY    6 

HAYDN. 
FIRST  MASS  IN  B  FLAT  (LATIN)    o 

DITTO        (LATIN  AND  ENGLISH)    o 
ANE  ET  VAN,E  CUR*:  (DITTO)             4 

SECOND  MASS  IN  C  (LATIN)           o 
SIXTEENTH  MASS  (LATIN)          ...  6 
TE  DEUM  (ENGLISH  AND  LATIN)              o 
THE  CREATION  (SoL-FA,  is.)            o 
THE  CREATION.    POCKET  EDITION           o 
THE  PASSION;  OR,  SEVEN  LAST  WORDS           ...  o 
THE  SEASONS    o 

EACH  SEASON,  singly  (SPRING,  SOL-FA,  6d.)  o 
THIRD  MASS  (IMPERIAL)  (LATIN  AND  ENGLISH)  o 

DITTO                      (LATIN)    o 
BATTISON  HAYNES. 

A  SEA  DREAM  (FEMALE  VOICES)  (SOL-FA,  6d.)  fi 
THE  FAIRIES'  ISLE  (FEMALE  VOICES)       6 
THE  SEA  FAIRIES(FEMALE  VOICES)  (SoL-FA,6d.)  6 

C.  SWINNERTON  HEAP. 
FAIR  ROSAMOND  (SOL-FA,  2s.)(CHORUSESONLY, 

is.  6d.)    3    6 
EDWARD  HECHT. 

ERIC  THE  DANE            3    ° 
O  MAY  I  JOIN  THE  CHOIR  INVISIBLE          I    O 

GEORG  HENSCHEL. 
OUT  OF  DARKNESS  (PsALM  130)    2    6 
STABAT  MATER            2    6 
TE  DEUM  LAUDAMUS  IN  C                    ...  i    6 

H.  M.  HIGGS. 
THE  ERL  KING         ...    i    o 

HENRY  HILES. 
GOD    IS    OT'R    REFUGE                  0      6 
THE  CRUSADERS           2    6 
WAR  IN  THE  HOUSEHOLD              2    o 

FERDINAND  HILLER. 
ALL  THEY  THAT  TRUST  IN  THEE         0   8 

A  SONG  OF  VICTORY  (SoL-FA,  gd.)             i    o 
NALA  AND  DAMAYANTI            4    o 

H.  E.  HODSON. 
THE  GOLDEN  LEGEND            2    o 

HEINRICH  HOFMANN. 
CHAMPAGNERLIED  (MALE  VOICES)            i    6 
CINDERELLA        2    6 
MELUSINA           2    o 
SONG  OF  THE  NORNS  (FEMALE  VOICES)            ...  i    o 

SIDNEY  R.  HOGG. 
THE  NORMAN  BARON                      i    6 

JOSEPH  HOLBROOKE. 
BYRON  (Poem)              i    6 

C.  HOLLAND. 
AFTER  THE  SKIRMISH           i    o 

T.  S.  HOLLAND. 
A  PASTORAL  MEDLEY  (MUSICAL  SKETCH)  (SOL- 

FA,  gd.)          2    o 
KING  GOLDEMAR  (OPERETTA)  i  SOL-FA,  gd.)    ...  2    o 

GUSTAV  VON  HOLST. 
THE  IDEA  (OPERETTA)  (SOL-FA,  6d.)         i    o 

HUMMEL. 
ALMA  VIRGO  (LATIN  AND  ENGLISH)          o    4 
COMMUNION  SERVICE  IN  B  FLAT    2    o 

DITTO                  IN  D              2    o 
DITTO                  IN  E  FLAT    2    o 

FIRST  MASS  IN  B  FLAT          i    o 
QUOD  IN  ORBE  (LATIN  AND  ENGLISH)    o    4 
SECOND  MASS  IN  E  FLAT    i    o 
THIRD  MASS  IN  D         i    o 

W.  H.  HUNT. 
STABAT  MATER                       i    o 

G.  F.  HUNTLEY. 
PUSS-IN-BOOTS  (OPERETTA)  (SOL-FA,  gd.)       ...  2    o 

VICTORIA  ;      OR,     THE      BARD'S      PROPHECY 
(SOL-FA,  IS.)               2     0 

H.  H.  HUSS. 
AVE  MARIA  (FEMALE  VOICES)         i    o 

F.  ILIFFE. 
SWEET  ECHO    i    o 

JOHN  W.  IVIMEY. THE  WITCH  OF  THE  WOOD  (OPERETTA)       ...  2    o 
DITTO              (SOL-FA)    o    g 
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THE  YEAR 
W.  JACKSON. 

G.  JACOBI. 
CINDERELLA  (OPERETTA)  (SOL-FA,  is.)  ... 
THE  BABES  IN  THE  WOOD  (OPERETTA)... 

DITTO  (SOL-FA) 
D.  JENKINS. 

DAVID  AND  SAUL  (SOL-FA,  as.)       
A.  JENSEN. 

THE  FEAST  OF  ADONIS  (SOL-FA,  6d.)    ... 
W.  JOHNSON. 

ECCE  HOMO       
H.  FESTING  JONES. 

KING  BULBOUS  (OPERETTA)  (SOL-FA,  8d.) 
C.  WARWICK  JORDAN. 

BLOW  YE  THE  TRUMPET  IN  ZlON   

N.  KILBURN. 
BY  THE  WATERS  OF  BABYLON   
THE  LORD  is  MY  SHEPHERD  (PSALM  23) 
THE  SILVER  STAR  (FEMALE  VOICES)    ... 

ALFRED  KING. 
THE  EPIPHANY            

OLIVER  KING. 
BY  THE  WATERS  OF  BABYLON  (PSALM  137) 
THE  NAIADS  (FEMALE  VOICES)   
THE  ROMANCE  OF  THE  ROSES      

J.  KINROSS. 
SONGS  IN  A  VINEYARD  (FEMALE  VOICES) 

DITTO  (SOL-FA) 
H.  LAHEE. 

THE  SLEEPING  BEAUTY  (FEMALE  VOICES) 
DITTO  (SOL-FA)   

G.  F.  LE  JEUNE. 
COMMUNION  SERVICE  IN  C           
FIRST  MASS  IN  C 

i  6 
1  6 

2  6 

i  6 
0  6 

1  6 
o  6 

2    o 
2    o 

2    6 
i    o 

EDWIN  H.  LEMARE. 
COMMUNION  SERVICE  IN  F 

'Tis  THE  SPRING  OF  SOULS  TO-DAY 
LEONARDO  LEO. 

DIXIT  DOMINUS         ...............    i    o 
F.  LEONI. 

THE  GATE  OF  LIFE  (SOL-FA,  is.)  .........    2    o 
H.  LESLIE. 

THE  FIRST  CHRISTMAS  MORN       .........    2    6 
F.  LISZT. 

THE  LEGEND  OF  ST.  ELIZABETH          ......    3    o 
THIRTEENTH  PSALM  ...............    2    o 

C.  H.  LLOYD. 
A  HYMN  OF  THANKSGIVING          ......... 
A  SONG  OF  JUDGMENT         ............ 
ALCESTIS  (MALE  VOICES)  ............ 
ANDROMEDA     .................. 
HERO  AND  LEANDER  ............... 
O  GIVE  THANKS  UNTO  THE  LORD       ...... 
ROSSALL          ...         .............. 
SIR  OGIE  AND  THE  LADIE  ELSIE         ...... 

THE  GLEANERS'  HARVEST  (FEMALE  VOICES)  ... 
THE  LONGBEARD'S  SAGA  (MALE  VOICES)  ... THE  RIGHTEOUS  LIVE  FOR  EVERMORE  ... 
THE  SONG  OF  BALDER         ............ 

CLEMENT  LOCKNANE. 

THE  ELFIN  QUEEN  (FEMALE  VOICES)  ......    i    6 
HARVEY  LOHR. 

THE  QUEEN  OF  SHEBA  (CHORUSES  ONLY,  is.)  ...    5    o 
W.  H.  LONGHURST. 

THE  VILLAGE  FAIR  (FEMALE  VOICES)    ......    2    o 
ELVA  LORENCE  AND 

G.  KENNEDY  CHRYSTIE. 
TERRA  FLORA,  OR  A  PEEP  INTO  FLOWER  LAND 

(OPERETTA  FOR  CniLDRtN)  .........    2    o 
C.  EGERTON  LOWE. 

LITTLE  BO-PEEP  (OPERETTA)  (SOL-FA,  4d.)     ...    i    o 
HAMISH  MAcCUNN. 

LAY  OF  THE  LAST  MINSTREL  (  SOL-FA,  is.  6d.)...  2  6 
LORD  ULLIN'S  DAUGHTER  (SoL-FA,8d.)  ......  i  o 
THE  WRECK  OF  THE  HESPF.RUS  (SOL-FA,  6d.)  i  o 

2      O 
2     6 
i    6 

3 
i 
i 
2 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

G.  A.  MACFARREN. 

...     i 
2 

2 

I 

I 

AJAX  (GREEK  PLAY)   
MAY  DAY  (  SOL-FA,  6d.)          
OUTWARD  BOUND        
ST.  JOHN  THE  BAPTIST         

DITTO  CHORUSES  ONLY  (SOL-FA) 
SONGS  IN  A  CORNFIELD  (FEMALE  VOICES)     ... 

DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-FA)      
THE  LADY  OF  THE  LAKE       

DITTO              CHORUSES  ONLY  (SOL-FA) 
THE  SOLDIER'S  LEGACY  (OPERETTA)      

A.  C.  MACKENZIE. 
BETHLEHEM          5 

DITTO         ACT  II.,  SEPARATELY           2 
JASON        2 
JUBILEE  ODE   
THE  BRIDE  (SOL-FA,  8d.)       
THE  COTTER'S  SATURDAY  NIGHT  (SOL-FA,  is.) 
THE  DREAM  OF  JUBAL          

DITTO  CHORUSES  ONLY  (SOL-FA)... 
THE  NEW  COVENANT    
THE  PROCESSION  OF  THE  ARK  (CHORAL  SCENE)    i 
DITTO  DITTO.          (SOL-FA)          ...     o 

THE  ROSE  OF  SHARON  (  SOL-FA,  as.)            5 
THE  STORY  OF  SAYID           3 
THE  WITCH'S  DAUGHTER       3 
VENI,  CREATOR  SPIRITUS   2 

C.  MACPHERSON. 

BY  THE  WATERS  OF  BABYLON  (PSALM  137)  ...    2 
L.  MANCINELLI. 

ERO  E  LEANDRO  (OPERA)   5 
F.  W.  MARKULL. 

ROLAND'S  HORN  (MALE  VOICES)   2 
F.  E.  MARSHALL. 

PRINCE  SPRITE  (FEMALE  VOICES)               2 
CHORAL  DANCES  FROM  DITTO           i 

GEORGE  C.  MARTIN. 
COMMUNION  SERVICE  IN  A    i 

DITTO  IN  C    i 
FESTIVAL  TE  DEUM  IN  A  (SOL-FA,  2d.)          ...  o 

J.  MASSENET. 
MANON  (OPERA)          6 

J.  T.  MASSER. 
HARVEST  CANTATA       i 

J.  H.  MAUNDER. 
OLIVET  TO  CALVARY  (SOL-FA,  gd.)          
PENITENCE,  PARDON,  AND  PEACB  (SOL-FA,  is.) 
SONG  OF  THANKSGIVING  (SOL-FA,  gd.)   

T.  R.  MAYOR. 

THE  LOVE  OF  CHRIST         

J    H.  MEE. 
DELPHI,  A  LEGEND  OF  HELLAS  (MALE  VOICES) 
HORATIUS  (MALE  VOICES)   
MlSSA  SOLENNIS  IN  B   FLAT    

MENDELSSOHN. 

ANTIGONE  (MALE  VOICES)  (  SOL-FA,  is.) 
As  THE  HART  PANTS  (PSALM  42)  (SOL-FA,  6d.)... ATHALIE  (SOL-FA,  8d.)           
AVE  MARIA  (SAVIOUR  OF  SINNERS)     ... 
CHRISTUS  (SOL-FA,  6d.)         
COME,  LET  US  SING  (PSALM  95)  (SOL-FA,  6d.)     ... 
ELIJAH  (POCKET  EDITION)            
ELIJAH  (SOL-FA,  is.)    

DITTO       (CHORUSES  ONLY)    
FESTGESANG  (HYMNS  OF  PRAISE)  (S.A.T.B.) DITTO        (SOL-FA)         

DITTO        (MALE  VOICES)  (T.T.B.B.) 
HEAR  MY  PRAYER  (s.  SOLO  AND  CHORUS) 

DITTO        DITTO          
DITTO        (  SOL-FA)   

HYMN  OF  PRAISE  (LOBGESANG)  (SOL-FA,  6d.) '." DITTO        (CHORUSES  ONLY)   
JUDGE  ME,  O  GOD  (PSALM  43)  (SOL-FA,  i.}d.) 
LAUDA  SIGN  (PRAISE  JEHOVAH*  (SOL-FA,  qd.)  ... 
LORD,  HOW  LONG  WILT  THOU  (SOL-FA,  4d.) LORELEY  (  SOL-FA,  6d.)          
MAN  is  MORTAL  (EIGHT  VOICES) 
MIDSUMMER  NIGHT'S  DREAM  (FEMALE  VOICES) 

DITTO  DITTO  i  SOL- FA) 
MY  GOD,  WHY,  O  WHY  HAST  THOU  FORSAKEN 
NOT  UNTO  US.  O  LORD  i  PSALM  no 



ORATORIOS,  &c.— Continued. 

ERBMIAH 

E  PROFUNDIS 

!ASS  IN  C 

J.  NESVERA. 

E.  A.  NUNN. 

E.  CUTHBERT  NUNN. 

HE  FAIRY  SLIPPER  (CHILDREN'S  OPERA)     ... 
DITTO  DITTO         (SOL-FA) 

A.  O'LEARY. 
[ASS  OF  ST.  JOHN   

REV.  SIR  FREDK.  OUSELEY. 
HE  MARTYRDOM  OF  ST.  POLYCARP      

R.  P.  PAINE. 
HE  LORD  REIQNETH  (PSALM  93)           

PALESTRINA. 
OMMUNION  SERVICE  (ASSUMPTA  EST  MARIA) 
OMMUNION  SERVICE  (MissA  PAPA  MARCELLI) 
IISSA  ASSUMPTA  EST  MARIA        
tissA  BREVIS   
[ISSA  "O  ADMIRABILE  COMMERCIUM'' 
IISSA  PAP^  MARCELLI       
TABAT  MATER           

H.  W.  PARKER. 

WANDERER'S  PSALM         
[ORA  NOVISSIMA            
EOEND  OF  ST.  CHRISTOPHER   
HB  KOBOLDS   

MENDELSSOHN— Continued.  s.  d. 
JDIPUS  AT  COLONOS  (MALE  VOICES)    3    o 
r.  PAUL  (SOL-FA,  is.)           a    o 
DITTO    (CHORUSES  ONLY)            i 
r.  PAUL  (POCKET  EDITION)            i 
CNQ  TO   THE   LORD  (PSALM   98)          0 
on  AND  STRANGER  (OPERETTA)     4 
HE  FIRST  WALPUROIS  NIGHT  ( SOL-FA,  is.)  ..  i 
HREE  MOTETS  FOR  FEMALE  VOICES    i 

(DITTO,  SOL-FA,  ijd.,  zd.,  AND  ad.  BACH.) 
o  THE  SONS  OF  ART  (MALE  VOICES)    i    o 

DITTO  (SOL-FA)         o    3 
fHBN  ISRAEL  OUT  OF  EGYPT  CAME  (SOL- FA,  gd.)  i    o 
fHY     RAGE     FIERCELY      THE     HEATHEN     (SOL- 

FA,  sd.)         o    6 

R.  D.  METCALFE  AND  A.  KENNEDY. 

RINCE  FERDINAND  OPERETTA  (SoL-PA.gd.)...    2    o 
MEYERBEER. 

INETY-FIRST   PSALM   (LATIN)         I      0 
DITTO  (ENGLISH)              i    o 

A.  MOFFAT. 
CHRISTMAS  DREAM  (CANTATA  FOR  CHILDREN)    i    o 

DITTO  (SOL-FA)        o    4 
B.  MOLIQUE. 

BRAHAM    3     O 

J.  A.  MOON  IE. 
WOODLAND     DREAM    (FEMALE     VOICES) 
(SOL-FA,  gd.)          

ILLIECRANKIE  (SoL-FA,  8d.)    
MOZART. 

OMMUNION  SERVICE  IN  B  FLAT           
IRST  MASS  (LATIN  AND  ENGLISH)        
LORY,    HONOUR,    PRAISE.      THIRD    MOTET 

(SOL-FA,  2d.)    
AVE   MERCY,   O   LORD.      SECOND   MOTET 
ING  THAMOS    
ITANIA  DE  VENERABILI  ALTARIS  (IN  E  FLAT) 
ITANIA  DB  VENERABILI  SACRAMENTO  (IN   B 
FLAT)    

GOD,  WHEN  THOU  APPEAREST.  FIRST  MOTET 
DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-FA) 

BQUIEM  MASS           
DITTO          (LATIN  AND  ENGLISH)   
DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-FA)  ... 

EVENTH  MASS  IN  B  FLAT    
PLENDENTE   TE,    DBUS.      FlRST    MOTET 
WELFTH  MASS  (LATIN)   

DITTO    (LATIN  AND  ENGLISH)  (SOL-FA,  gd.) 
DITTO    (CHORUSES  ONLY)       

E.  MUNDELLA. 
ICTORY  OF  SONG  (FEMALE  VOICES)       

JOHN  NAYLOR. 

2     0 i    6 

6 
o 

3 
3 
o 
6 

6 

3 
2 
0 
0 
o 
o 

3 
o 
o 

1  0 

3  o 2  6 

2  0 

2     O 

0     b 

1  6 

2  6 

2  6 
2  6 

2  6 
2  6 
2  6 
2  O i  6 

3  6 

3  6 

5  o 

x  6 

C.  H.  H.  PARRY.  s.  d. 
A  SONG  OF  DARKNESS  AND  LIGHT  (SOL-FA,  gd.)  a    o 
AGAMEMNON  (GREEK  PLAY)            3    o 
BLEST  PAIR  OP  SIRENS  (SOL-FA,  8d.)       i    o 

DITTO      (ENGLISH  AND  GERMAN  WORDS) Mark  2.50 

DE  PROFUNDIS  (PSALM  130)             2    o 
ETON        2    o 
INVOCATION  TO  Music         2    6 
JOB  (CHORUSES  ONLY,  SOL-FA,  is.)           2    6 
JUDITH  (CHORUSES  ONLY,  SOL-FA,  2s.)  ...50 
KING  SAUL  (CHORUSES  ONLY,  SOL-FA,  is.  6d.)  5    o 
L'ALLEGRO  (SOL-FA,  IS.  6d.)     2      6 
MAGNIFICAT  (LATIN)     i  6 
ODE  ON  ST.  CECILIA'S  DAY  (SOL-FA,  is.)  ...  2  o 
ODE  TO  Music  (SOL-PA,  fid.)     i  6 
PROMETHEUS  UNBOUND     3  o 
TE  DEUM  LAUDAMUS  (LATIN)    2  6 
THE  GLORIES  OF  OUR  BLOOD  AND  STATE  ...  i  o 
THE  LOTOS-EATERS  (THE  CHORIC  SONG)  ...  2  o 
THE  LOVE  THAT  CASTETH  OUT  FEAR    2  6 
THE  PIED  PIPER  OF  HAMBLIN  (SOL-FA,  is.)...  2  o 
THE  SOUL'S  RANSOM  (A  PSALM  OF  THE  POOR)  2  o THE  VISION  OF  LIFE     2  6 
VOCES  CLAMANTIUM  (THE  VOICES  OF  THEM 

THAT  CRY)     2  o 
WAR  AND  PEACE  (ODE)     3  o 

DITTO  CHORUSES  AND  WORDS  OF 
SOLOS  ONLY  (SOL-FA)    i    6 

B.  PARSONS. 
THE  CRUSADER            3    6 

T.  M.  PATTISON. 
LONDON  CRIES            2    o 
MAY  DAY            i    o 
THE  ANCIENT  MARINER  (CHORUSES  ONLY,  is.)  2    6 
THE  LAY  OF  THE  LAST  MINSTREL  (CHORUSES 

ONLY,  is.)    2    6 
THE  MIRACLES  OF  CHRIST  (SOL-FA,  6d.)         ...  i    o 

A.  L.  PEACE. 

ST.  JOHN  THE  BAPTIST  (SOL-FA,  is.)       2    6 
PERGOLESI. 

STABAT  MATER  (FEMALE  VOICES)  (SOL-FA,  6d.)  i    o 
GIRO  PINSUTI. 

PHANTOMS— FANTASMI  NELL'  OMBRA        i    o 
PERCY  PITT. 

HOHENLINDEN   (MEN'S   VOICES)    I      6 

JOHN  POINTER. 
SONG  OF   HAROLD  HARFAGER  (MALE  VOICES) 

(SOL-FA,  fid.)    I      0 
V.  W.  POPHAM. 

EARLY  SPRING     i  o 

J.  B.  POWELL. 
PANGB  LINGUA  (SING,  MY  TONGUE)    i  6 

A.  H.  D.  PRENDERGAST 
THE  SECOND  ADVENT           i    6 

F.  W.  PRIEST. 

THE  CENTURION'S  SERVANT          o    8 
C.  E.  PRITCHARD. 

KUNACEPA             4      0 

E.  PROUT. 
DAMON  AND  PHINTIAS  (MALE  VOICES)    2    6 
FREEDOM    i    o 
HEREWARD         4    o 
QUEEN  AIMEE  (FEMALE  VOICES)    i    6 
THE  HUNDREDTH  PSALM  (SOL-FA,  4d.)    i    o 
THE  RED  CROSS  KNIGHT  (  SOL-FA,  2s.)          ...  4    o 

H.  PURCELL. 
DIDO  AND  ./ENEAS        2    6 
KINO  ARTHUR    2    o 

ODE  ON  ST.  CECILIA'S  DAY  (CHORUSES  ONLY 
AND  WORDS  OF  SOLOS.    SOL-FA,  8d.)        ...  2 

TE  DEUM  AND  JUBILATE  IN  D    I 
DITTO    (Edited  by  DR.  BRIDGE)  (SOL-FA,  fid.)  i 
DITTO  (  LATIN  ARRANGEMENT  BY  R.  R.  TERRY)  i 

THE  MASQUE  IN  "DIOCLBSIAN"    2 
LADY  RAMSAY. 

THE  BLESSED  DAMOZEL    2    6 

G.  RATHBONE. 
ORPHEUS     (POWER     OF     Music)      (FEMALE 

VOICES)  (SOL-FA,  fid.)    i    6 
VOGELWEID     THE    MlNNESINQER    (CHILDREN'S 

VOICES)  (SOL-FA,  fid.)    I      0 
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F.  J.  READ. 
THE  SONG  OF  HANNAH       

J.  F.  H.  READ. 
BARTIMEUS        
CARACTACUS      
HAROLD    
IN  THE  FOREST  (MALE  VOICES)   
PSYCHE  (CHORUSES  ONLY,  as.)        
THE  CONSECRATION  OF  THE  BANNER   
THE  DEATH  OF  YOUNG  ROMILLY.   
THE  HESPEBUS  (SOL-FA,  gd.)         

DOUGLAS  REDMAN. 
COR  UNAM,  VIA  UNA  (FEMALE  VOICES) 

C.  T.  REYNOLDS. 
CHILDHOOD  OF  SAMUBL  (SOL-FA,  is.)   

ARTHUR  RICHARDS. 

PUNCH  AND  JUDY  (OPERETTA)  (SOL-FA,  6d.)  ... 
THE  WAXWORK  CARNIVAL  (OPERETTA) 

DITTO  DITTO     (  SOL-FA) 
A.  R.  RIVERS. 

SCENES  FROM  THE  PASSION  OF  OUR  LORD    ... 

J.  V.  ROBERTS. 
JONAH       
THE  PASSION   

W.  S.  ROCKSTRO. 
THE  GOOD  SHEPHERD          

J.  L.  ROECKEL. 
LITTLE  SNOW-WHITE  (OPERETTA)  (SOL-FA,  gd.) 
THE  HOURS  (OPERETTA)  (SOL-FA,  gd.)   
THE  SILVER  PENNY  (OPERETTA)  (SOL-FA,  gd.) 

EDMUND  ROGERS. 
THE  FOREST  FLOWER  (FEMALE  VOICES) 

ROLAND  ROGERS. 

FLORABEL  (FEMALE  VOICES)  (SOL-FA,  is.) 
PRAYER  AND  PRAISE  (OBLONG)   

F.  ROLLASON. 
STOOD  THE  MOURNFUL  MOTHER  WEEPING  ... 

ROMBERG. 

TE  DEUM        ...•        
THE  HARMONY  OP  THE  SPHERES            
THE  LAY  OF  THB  BELL  (SOL-FA,  8d.)       
THE  TRANSIENT  AND  THE  ETERNAL(SoL-FA,4d.) 

ROSSINI. 
MOSES  IN  EGYPT        
STABAT  MATER  (SOL-FA,  is.)         

DITTO        (CHORUSES  ONLY)   
CHARLES  B.  RUTENBER. 

DIVINE  LOVE   
ED.  SACHS. 

KING-CUPS           
WATER  LILIES    

C.  SAINTON-DOLBY. 
FLORIMEL  (FEMALE  VOICES)          

CAMILLE  SAINT-SAENS. 
THE  HEAVENS  DECLARE— COJLI  ENARRANT    ... 

W.  H.  SANGSTER. 
ELYSIUM            

FRANK  J.  SAWYER. 

THE  SOUL'S  FORGIVENESS    THE  STAR  IN  THE  EAST    .. 

s.  d. 
i    o 

1  6 
2  6 

4  o 

i  o 

5  o 

C.  SCHAFER. 

OUR  BEAUTIFUL  WORLD  (OPERETTA)  ... 
H.  W.  SCHARTAU. 

CHRISTMAS  HOLIDAYS  (FEMALE  VOICES) 
SCHUBERT. 

COMMUNION  SERVICE  IN  A  FLAT 
DITTO 
DITTO 
DITTO 
DITTO 
DITTO 

MASS  IN  A  FLAT 
DO.  IN  B  FLAT 
Do.  IN  C   ... 
Do.   IN  E  FLAT 

IN  B  FLAT 
IN  C 
IN  E  FLAT 
IN  F 
IN  G 

I  6 

1  6 

2  O 
o  8 

2   0 
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a  6 
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SCHUBERT,— Continued. 
MASS  IN  F  (SOL-FA,  gd.)       
Do.    IN  G        
SONG  OF  MIRIAM  (SOL-FA,  6d.)      

DITTO        (WELSH  WORDS)  SOL-FA 
SONG     OF     THE     SPIRITS      OVER     THE     WATERS 

(MALE  VOICES)  (SOL-FA,  6d.)    

SCHUMANN. 

ADVENT  HYMN,  "  IN  LOWLY  GUISE"   FAUST      
MANFRED           

MIGNON'S  REQUIEM   
NEW  YEAR'S  SONG  (SOL-FA,  6d.).M          
PARADISE  AND  THE  PERI  (SoL-FA,  is.  6d.) 
PILGRIMAGE  OF  THE  ROSE    
REQUIEM            
THE  KING'S  SON         
THE  LUCK  OF  EDENHALL  (MALE  VOICES)     ... 
THE  MINSTREL'S  CURSE       
SONG  OF  THE  NIGHT           

H.  SCHUTZ. 
THE  PASSION  OF  OUR  LORD          

BERTRAM  LUARD-SELBY. 
HELENA  IN  TROAS   

SUMMER  BY  THE  SEA  (FEMALE  VOICES)  (SoL- 
FA,  6d.)        

THE  DYING  SWAN   
THE  WAITS  OF  BREMEN  (FoR  CHILDREN)    ... 

DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-FA) 
H.  R.  SHELLEY. 

VEXILLA  REGIS  (THE  ROYAL  BANNERS  FORWARD) 
E.  SILAS. 

COMMUNION  SERVICE  IN  C   
JOASH         
MASS  IN  C        

R.  SLOMAN. 
CONSTANTIA   
SUPPLICATION  AND  PRAISE    

HENRY  SMART. 

KING  RENE'S  DAUGHTER  (FEMALE  VOICES)  .. 
DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-FA) 

THE  BRIDE  OF  DUNKERRON  (SoL-FA,  is.)    ... 
SING  TO  THE  LORD   

J.  M.  SMIETON. ARIADNE  (SOL-FA,  gd.)           
CONNLA   

KING  ARTHUR  (SOL-FA,  is.)  .                ~. 
ALICE  MARY  SMITH. 

ODE  TO  THE  NORTH-EAST  WIND           
ODE  TO  THE  PASSIONS         

THE  RED  KING  (MEN'S  VOICES)   
THE  SONG  OF  THE  LITTLE  BALTUNG  (MALB  Vv.) 

DITTO  (SOL-FA)   
E.  M.  SMYTH 

MASS  IN  D         

ARTHUR  SOMERVELL. 
CHARGE  OF  THE  LIGHT  BRIGADE  (SOL-FA,  4d.) ELEGY   
ENCHANTED  PALACE  (OPERETTA)  (SOL-FA,  8d.) 
FORSAKEN  MERMAN  (SOL-FA,  8d.)            
KINO  THRUSHBEARD  (OPERETTA)    

DITTO  (SOL-FA)       
MASS  INC  MINOR        
ODE  ON  THE  INTIMATIONS  OF  IMMORTALITY.. 
ODE  TO  THE  SEA  (SOL-FA,  is.)        
POWER  OF  SOUND  (SOL-FA,  is.)   
PRINCESS  ZARA  (OPERETTA)  (SOL-FA,  gd.) 
SEVEN  LAST  WORDS   

R.  SOMERVILLE. 

THE 'PRENTICE  PILLAR  (OPERA)   , 
W.  H.  SPEER. 

THE  JACKDAW  OF  RHEIMS    

SPOHR. 
CALVARY            
FALL  OF  BABYLON   , 
FROM   THE   DEEP    I   CALLED    
GOD  is  MY  SHEPHERD         
GOD,  THOU    ART   GREAT  (SoL-FA,  6d.)        
HOW   LOVELY  ARE  THY  DWELLINGS  FAIR 
HYMN  TO  ST.  CECILIA         
JEHOVAH,  LORD  OF  HOSTS   



ORATORIOS,  &c.— Continued. 

SPOHR — Continued.  s.  d. 
IT  JUDGMENT  (SOL-FA,  is.)         i    o 
DITTO        (CHORUSES  ONLY)    o    6 
ss  (FivE  SOLO  VOICES  AND  DOUBLE  CHOIR)  2    o 
E  CHRISTIAN'S  PRAYER    i    o 

JOHN  STAINER. 
MARY  MAGDALEN  (SOL-FA,  is.)          2 

E  CRUCIFIXION  (SOL-FA,  gd.)    i 
B  DAUGHTER  OF  JAIRUS  (  SOL-FA,  gd.)         ...  i 

C.  VILLIERS  STANFORD. 
IMEN  SECULARS   I 
•IMUNION  SERVICE  IN  G              2 
»T  TO  WEST            i 
EN          5 
D  ISOUR  HOPE(PSALM  46)                 2 
SS  IN  G  MAJOR        2 
>IPUS  REX  (MALE  VOICES)        3 
E  BATTLE  OF  THE  BALTIC             I 
E  REVENGE  (SOL-FA,  gd.) 
DITTO        (GERMAN  WORDS)          < 
E  VOYAGE  OF  MAELDUNE 

F.  R.  STATHAM. 
;co  DA  GAMA         

BRUCE STEANE. 
E  ASCENSION          

H.  W.  STEWARDSOf 
(EON   

STEFAN  STOCKER. 
»G  OF  THE  FATES            

SIGISMOND  STOJOWS 
IINGTIME         

J.  STORER. 
ss  OF  OUR  LADY  OF  RANSOM 
E  TOURNAMENT      

E.  C.  SUCH. 
D  is  OUR  REFUGE  (PSALM  46)   ... 
RCISSUS  AND  ECHO  (CHORUSES  ONL1 

ARTHUR  SULLIVAN 

LDEN  LEGEND  (SOL-FA,  as.) 
IG  ARTHUR  (INCIDENTAL  Music) 
E  FOR  THE  COLONIAL  AND  INDIAN  Exi 
DEUM  (FESTIVAL)  (SOL-FA,  is.) 
DEUM  (THANKSGIVING)  (SOL-FA,  gc 

T.  W.  SURETTE. 
E  EVE  OF  ST.  AGNES        

W.  TAYLOR. 
JOHN  THE  BAPTIST        ...          Pap. 

A.  GORING  THOMAS 
E  SUN-WORSHIPPERS  (SoL-FA,  gd.) 

D.  THOMAS. 

fN  Y  FAN  (THE  VAN  LAKE)  (SoL-F/ 
E.  H.  THORNE. 

MERCIFUL   UNTO   ME          

G.  W.  TORRANCE. 
E  REVELATION        

BERTHOLD  TOURS 
FESTIVAL  ODE        
ME  OF  TlTANIA  (FEMALE  VoiCES)(Si 

FERRIS  TOZER. 
LAAM    AND    BALAK    „,  .-.-.      T» 

IG  NEPTUNE'S  DAUGHTER  (FEMALE  VOICES)    i 
DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-PA)  ...    o 

P.  TSCHAIKOWSKY. 

ruRE  AND  LOVE  (FEMALE  VOICES)  (SoL-FA,4d.)  i 
VAN  BREE. 

CECILIA'S  DAY  (SOL-FA,  gd.)   i 
CHARLES  VINCENT. 

E  LITTLE  MERMAID  (FEMALE  VOICES)        ...     i 
B     VILLAGE     QUEEN     (FEMALE      VOICES)    i 
DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-FA)       ...    o 

A.  L.  VINGOE. 

E  MAGICIAN  (OPERETTA)  (SOL-FA,  gd.)       ...    2 

W.  S.  VINNING. 
SONG  OF  THE  PASSION  (ST.  JOHN) 

S.  P.  WADDINGTON. 
JOHN  GILPIN  (SOL-FA,  8d.) 

HIMLAND  (OPERETTA)  (SOL-FA,  8d.)   
R.  WAGNER. 

OF    THE     APOSTLES    (MALE HOLY     SUPPER 
VOICES)     ... 

W.  M.  WAIT. 
GOD  WITH  us   
ST.  ANDREW   
THE  GOOD  SAMARITAN 

ERNEST  WALKER. 
A  HYMN  TO  DIONYSUS 

R.  H.  WALTHEW. 
THE  PIED  PIPER  OF  HAMELIN 
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TE  DEUM  (LATIN) 

CHAS.  WOOD. 
ODE  TO  THE  WEST  WIND  ......... 

F.  C.  WOODS. 
A  GREYPORT  LEGEND  (1797)  (MALE  VOICES)  ... 

DITTO  DITTO  (SOL-FA)  ...         ,. 
KING  HAROLD  (SOL-FA,  gd.)         ......... 
OLD  MAY-DAY  (FEMALE  VOICES)  (SOL-FA,  6d.) 

E.  M.  WOOLLEY. 
THE  CAPTIVE  SOUL  .............. 

...    3 

D.  YOUNG. 
THE  BLESSED  DAMOZEL    .. 
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VOCAL    ALBUMS— continued. 

PURCELL,  HENRY— Twelve  Songs 

RANDEGGER  —  Sacred    Songs    for 
Little  Singers.     (Illustrated)  . .     26    Ditto 

HAYNES,  BATTISON—  Elizabethan 
Lyrics     .  .         .  .         .  .         .  . 

HILL,   LADY    ARTHUR-Holiday 
Songs      ........ 

HOOK,  JAMES—  Twenty  Songs     .  . 

KING,  H.  J.-Album  of  Songs      .  . 

KING,  OLIVER—  Six  Songs  (Baritone)  2 

LISZT—  Twenty  Songs 

LODER,  E.  JL—  Twenty-one  Songs.  . 

MACCUNN,  H.—  Cycle  of  six  Love 
Lyrics 

MACKENZIE,    A.     C.  —  Eighteen 
Songs.     Three  Books  .  .     each 

--  Eighteen  Songs.     One  Vol. 
Cloth  gilt 

-  Spring  Songs 

MARI  AMI—  Twenty-  two  Songs  (Ital.) 

MENDELSSOHN  —  Songs.     (With 
Portrait.)      Folio.       Cloth  gilt  21 

-  *Songs,  complete.     8vo  edition.  . Ditto Cloth  gilt 

  *  Songs.    (Deep  Voice)    .. 
  *Ditto  ditto          Cloth  gilt 

   Solo  music  in  "Elijah"  (Soprano, 
Contralto,  and  Tenor)  . .     each 

-  Ditto,  Bass 

MOORE— Irish  Melodies 

   Irish  Melodies     . .        Cloth  gilt 
   Irish  Melodies.  Folio.  Cloth  gilt  21 

MOZART— *Nineteen  Songs 
-  The   Songs  in  "  Le  Nozze   di 

Figaro"     ..        4  Books,  each 
   The  Songs  in  "  Don  Giovanni." 

4  Books,  each 

NEWMARCH,  ROSA— Six  Russian 
Songs  (Selected) 

PARRY,  C.  H,  H.-English  Lyrics 
(Set  i) 

-         ..  (Set  2) -  Ditto 
-  Ditto 
-  Ditto 
-  Ditto 
-  Ditto 
-  Ditto 

   Ditto 

(Set  3) 
(Set  4) 

(Set  5) 

(Set  6) 
(Set  7) 

(Set  8) 

s. 
d. 

2 6 

2 6 

I 6 

3 6 

2 6 

I 6 

2 0 

2 6 

2 6 

7 6 

2 6 

2 6 

I o 

4 o 

C o 

4 o 

6 o 

i 6 

2 6 

2 6 

4 o 

I 0 

I 6 

2 o 

2 o 

2 o 

2 6 
2 6 
2 6 
2 6 
2 6 
2 6 
2 6 
2 6 

s.   d. 
2      6 

Cloth  gilt    5 

RUBINSTEIN,    A.  -  Twenty-five 
Songs   i 

SCHLESINGER,    S.    B.  -"Reed Songs  (Op.  32)   3 

SCHUBERT— Twenty  Songs  (Mezzo- 
Sop.)          i 

   Twenty  Songs  (Contralto)        . .  i 
   Twenty  Songs  (Sop.  or  Tenor) . .  i 
  *Schwanengesang  (Swan  Songs)  i 
  *Die  Schone  Miillerin  (The  Fair 

Maid  of  the  Mill)          ..         ..     i 

  *Winterreise  (The  Winter  Jour- 
ney), Op.  89       ....         . .     i 

SCHUMANN— *Songs.    Folio. 
Cloth  gilt  10 

  *Myrthen     (Twenty-six     Songs), 
Op  25           ..i 

  *  Liederkreis  (Twelve  Songs), Op.39  i 
  *Vocal  Album  . .  . .  . .  2 

  *  Ditto  . .  . .  Cloth  gilt  4 
  'Woman's  Love  and  Life  (Eight 

Songs),  Op.  42    i 
—'Twelve  Songs  (Op.  35)  ..  . .  i 
  *Dichterliebe  (A  Poet's  Love). 

Sixteen  Songs  (Op.  48)  . .  i 

STAINER.  J.— *Seven  Songs         . .  i 
  Six  Italian  Songs.   (Mezzo-Sop.)  2 
—  Two    Italian    Songs.       (Violin 

Obbligato)*           2 

STANFORD,  C.  V.-Irish  Songs  and Ballads   4 

TCHAIKOWSKY,  P. -Twenty-four 
Songs           2 

UMLAUFT,  P.-*Four  Songs 
(Op  37)    2 

VARIOUS  COMPOSERS- 
Songs from  Shakespeare.     Edited 

by  J.  F.  Bridge   2 
English  Folk- Songs         ..         ..2 
Old  Ireland  (Irish  Melodies) 

The  Sunlight  of  Song.    Forty-six Illustrations 

*  These  Songs  have  German  and  English  Words. 

Cloth  gilt    5 

Paper  boards    3 

LONDON:   NOVELLO   AND   COMPANY,    LIMITED. 




